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Resumen

Las simulaciones de objetos deformables basadas en el método del elemento finito han

sido un importante campo de investigación las últimas décadas, en particular, para las

áreas como la simulación médica, animación por computadora y video juegos. El

equilibrio entre la precisión y el rendimiento es uno de los principales retos a superar. Un

factor importante en el rendimiento es el esquema de integración de tiempo. En el contexto

de las aplicaciones interactivas, los esquemas de integración implícitos se han establecido

como un enfoque estándar a pesar de que estos deben resolver un sistema de ecuaciones.

La principal ventaja de los métodos implícitos es su estabilidad. Además, su problema de

rendimiento puede ser superado usando pasos de tiempo más grandes a costa de

introducir amortiguación no deseada.

El objetivo de esta tesis es determinar si los esquemas de integración explícitos son

más adecuados para aplicaciones interactivas sobre los métodos implícitos, en particular

para las simulaciones que requieren altas tasas de actualización por segundo, por ejemplo,

la retroalimentación de fuerzas requerida por los dispositivos hapticos. Para declarar esto,

tenemos que enfrentar el problema de la inestabilidad de los métodos explícitos, es decir,

determinar qué tan grande puede ser el paso de tiempo límite de estabilidad de una malla

determinada.

Proponemos nuevas heurísticas que nos permiten aproximar el paso de tiempo límite.

A través de la observación de los valores propios, obtenemos una forma rápida de

aproximarlos evitando el cálculo de los mismos. Después, analizamos los enfoques

estándares de mejora de malla en tiempo real en relación con su contribución al aumento

del paso del tiempo. Hemos medido el paso de tiempo para diferentes combinaciones de

estrategias y se compara la contribución en un escenario que implica cambios topológicos,
en este caso cortes. Proponemos también un nuevo algoritmo de mejora de malla

directamente relacionado con el aumento del paso de tiempo límite estable. Por último,

proponemos un método para obtener el mejor paso de tiempo posible para mallas

tetraédricas evitando estrategias de mejora de malla. Para este fin empleamos el método

del elemento finito extendido (XFEM).

La contribución de esta investigación se puede generalizar para las simulaciones de

elementos finitos con mallas de tetraedros. Sin embargo, se observa que hay un largo
camino a seguir para aumentar el paso de tiempo. En este trabajo proveemos de

observaciones e ideas contribuyen en la estabilidad dé los métodos explícitos en la

búsqueda hacia simulaciones en tiempo real de objetos deformables.



Abstract

Finite element based simulations of deformable objects have been a research focus last

decades, in particular, for fields such as medical simulation, computer animation and

video games. The equilibrium between accuracy and performance is one of the key

challenges to overeóme. aAn important factor related to the simulation performance is the

time integration scheme. In the context of interactive applications, implicit integration
schemes have been established as a standard approach even though these require solving
a system of equations. The main advantage of implicit methods is their stability. In

addition, their problem of performance can be handled by .using larger time steps, but this

may introduce undesired damping.
The focus of this dissertation is to determine if explicit integration schemes are better

suited for interactive applications over the implicit methods; in particular for simulations

that require high update rates per second, for instance the forcé feedback required for

haptic devices. In order to state this, we need to confront the problem of instability in

explicit methods, i.e., to determine how large can be the stable limit time step for a given
mesh.

We propose new heuristics that approximate the valué of the limit time step without

computing the eigenvalues. We provide a fast and a direct manner to compute these

heuristics. Further, we analyze the standard mesh improvement methods regarding their

contribution to the time step increase. We have measured the time step for a different

combination of mesh enhancement strategies and we compare the contribution in a

scenario fhat involves topological changes, in this case cutting. Next, we propose a new

mesh improvement algorithm directly related to increase the stable limit time step. Finally,
we present a method to obtain the best possible time step for tetrahedral meshes avoiding
mesh improvement strategies. With this aim, we use the extended Finite ElementMethod

(XFEM).
The contribution of this research can be generalized for finite element simulations

using tetrahedral meshes. However, we observe that there is a long way to follow in this

context We provide important remarks and ideas that contribute to improve the stability
of explicitmethods towards real-time simulations of deformable objects.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Graphical simulation of elastic objects has been and important research direction since last decades.

Many different ñelds are interested in this kind of simulations such as: physics, 3D animated

movies, video games, medical simulations, among others. The amazing increase in speed of com

puter processors and graphic cards of last years, makes possible to focus on the possibility of

developing accurate and real-time simulations.

In general, a physically-based simulation of deformable objects requires to be supported by nu

merical methods that produce an approximated solution of the deformation; otherwise for complex

shapes the problem could be analytically intractable.

The Finite Element Method (FEM) has been an important numerical method used widely in

different áreas such as: electromagnetism. fluid dynamics, structural analysis, just to ñame a few.

It consists on discretizing the problem space into basic geometrical elements that are connected,

forming a mesh. The FEM excels over other numerical methods due to its accurate results and the

possibility of easily specify the material parameters. However, accuracy is typically opposite to

speediness; accuracy in the FEM means to créate a refined mesh, in consequence the number of

mesh elements increases and thus impacting the simulation performance (the word performance
will be employed in the context of processing time throughout this thesis report).

Even though impressive advances in processors, performance and accuracy remain a strong

challenge to overeóme and thus researchers are aimed on finding the tradeoff between them.

In dynamic simulations, besides the numerical method, there are other type mathematical meth

ods required for updating the system as long as the time changes. In the case of deformable objects
the displacements and velocities must be updated at each simulation step. The methods that re

sponsible of this, are known as time integration schemes. These methods are highly related to the

performance, since these have the control over the iterations that update the physical behavior of

the objects. Actually, the time integration schemes execute the numerical method in every simu

lation step and the output is used to compute the new displacements of the model. There are two

main types of time integration schemes: implicit and explicit.

Implicit methods are unconditionally stable, in other words, the simulation will remain stable

no matter the size of the time step. This advantage comes at the expense of computing a system

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

of equations, and thus these are computationally expensive. Nevertheless, this problem can be

avoided by using larger time steps but this would introduce undesired damping on the simulation.

Unlike the implicit methods, explicit schemes are faster to compute since these avoid comput

ing the system of equations. Unfortunately, explicit methods are unconditionally stable, i.e., the

simulation stability relies on the size of the time step, which typically is forced to a very small

valué. When larger time steps are employed, the simulation cannot converge to a solution and the

mesh eventually explode. When smaller time steps are used, the number of iterations to rich a

simulated second would be so high that the processing time required for computing a simulated

second could be larger than a real second, which means that the simulation cannot be performed in

real time.

1.1 Motivation

Interactive applications such as video games or surgery simulations require updating the displace
ments as fast as possible since there are other computer graphics methods that request processing

time, for instance: collision detection, shading, texturing, user interaction, just to ñame a few.

A surgery training simulation is highly interactive and thte anatomy requires to be modeled

physically to observe a plausible deformation. We are concerned on minimally invasive surgery,

for instance, endoscopic and laparoscopic surgery. In a surgery training simulation it is quite

important the sense of touching virtual objects, which is produced by the forcé feedback of haptic

devices; the accuracy in the feeling depends on the update rates, i.e., faster updates mean a better

feeling.

So far, we have stated that implicit methods are forced tó use larger time steps in order to

simúlate the deformations in real-time; this fact deteriorates the haptic rendering. It is important
to mention that expert surgeons that use commercial training simulations are not agree with the

"feeling" produced by haptic devices, due to the delay of implicit methods. A similar situation

happens when less-accurate numerical methods are used (Section 2.1). Therefore, the outcome is

a non-plausible simulation. Explicit methods seem to be betteF suited for this kind of applications
as long as the simulation remains stable.

Even though, medical applications are our main motivation, we also attempt to improve the sta

bility of explicit integration so that it can be used in general physically-based simulations avoiding
the artifacts caused by the implicit damping.

1.2 Related work

Terzopoulos [TPBF87] has been a pioneer in this research direction that combines physics and

computer graphics. Nowadays, we can find in the literature several scientific articles that take part

in this aim. However, this is an interdisciplinary field that relates different disciplines, for example:

computer graphics, dynamics, numerical computation and continuum mechanics. For this reason,

this research area remains a challenging path to follow.
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1.2.1 Deformable objects in computer graphics

We classify the approaches of the literature into two types: accurate deformations and interactive

deformations. Accurate deformations are focus on increasing the precisión of physics models, and

interactive deformations are concerned on acceptable deformations taking into account the pro

cessing time and the user interaction. Some of these methods could support topological changes,

i.e., when a cut, dissection or fracture appears on the simulation.

Accurate deformations

The FEM has been widely used for accurate simulations. Non-linear deformations are employed
to achieve realistic behaviors; see for example the work of kving et al. [ITF04], where larger
deformations are possible; they track the forces acting on each tetrahedra to avoid the inversión

of the elements, other important references are [PDA03, ML03]. Other approaches are able to

introduce topological changes, such as the work of O'Brien [OBH02], further improvements are

presented by Wicke and Martin [WBG07, MKB+08]. However, these require computing com

plex shape functions. For fracture simulation, the virtual node algorithm is proposed [MBF04]; it

consists of replicating cut elements assigning a portion of material to each copy, it maintains the

initial FEM mesh conditioning, creating a minimal number oí elements; however, the slivers are

not completely avoided; the limitations of the virtual node algorithm were resolved by [SDF07],

avoiding slivers and allowing arbitrary cutting of tetrahedrons in any number of sub-elements.

In this context, other FEM derivations have been proposed, such as the discontinuous Galerkin

FEM [KMBG09] higher control over the mesh is enabled, and it is capable of smooth deformations

using coarsermeshes. The eXtended Finite ElementMethod (XFEM) has been used to simúlate the

cutting of thin shell s [KMB+09]; but also it has been employed for volumetric meshes, allowing
the deformation of heterogeneous material [NKJF09]. Meshless methods have been also used in

the context of highly detailed deformations [AOW+08, FGBP1 1
,
LZLW1 1] and cutting [SOG09].

Interactive deformations

Non-linear deformations are computationally expensive, thus for interactive applications several

simplifications must be performed; first, linear elasticity using Boundary Element Method is em

ployed [JP99], but this only permit to simúlate small deformations. Desbrun et al. [DSB99] employ
a mass-spring system; they first ignore the rotational part to speed up the displacements computa
tion and later they correct the momentum. Based on this observation, the corotational formulation

is defined by Felippa [FH05]; this method makes possible to simúlate larger deformations in real

time. It consists on extracting a rotation per element, compute the forces in an undeformed position
(rest position) and later apply the rotation to the obtained forces. It has been adopted for the FEM

in computer graphics by [MDM+02, EKS03, MG04], and it has become in a standard for several

real-time applications [GW08, NPF05]. Interactive cutting is particularly important in the context

of medical simulations [SHS01, FDA05, SHGS06].

In the work of Jefábková et al., [JK09], the XFEM is used to physically control the mesh when
a cut appears, while the user is cutting no new elements are created (in the original mesh); thus the
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Figure 1.1: The XFEM introduces new control points that make possible to simúlate the cutting
without remeshing [GR10].

simulation performance is not greatly impacted moreover, the XFEM avoids ill-conditioned ele

ments . Fig. 1.1 shows how the XFEM makes possible to simúlate the discontinuities maintaining
the original mesh. In [DGW10], authors based their new cutting approach on the XFEM. How

ever, they use a hexahedral grid and adaptively refines the grid to simúlate in real time a progressive

cutting.

Currently, the research on GPU computing increases the possibility to simúlate realistic defor

mations in real-time. In medical simulations, the GPUs have been widely employed. An important
research work is the one presented by Courtecuisse et al. [CJA+10], presenting a GPU-based

framework for surgery simulation, where the deformation is based on the FEM. On the other hand,

mass-springs methods are easily parallelized [MHS05]. The GPU makes possible to use much

more elements at the time of cutting. When the blade is crossing an element, it can be refined;

those small elements that are crossed by the blade are removed [JBB+ 10].

A significant survey of physically based modeling is provided by Nealen et al. [NMK+06],
which present an important outline ofthis research line. In this dissertation we are not considering
the collision detection methods but we refer the survey by Teschner et al. [KHGZ+05].

There are other types of methods that are based on the geometry rather than physics (e.g.,
Free-form deformations); these methods are not considered in this report.
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1.2.2 Time integration methods for deformable models

Accurate approaches such as [WBG07, MKB+08] are computed in offline mode. These approaches
are designed for animation and highly detailed simulations. Therefore, these can use implicit

integration solvers without problem just the cost of computation time.

On the other side, interactive applications like [MHTG051 propose a shape matching approach,
which is physically plausible and capable of using explicit integration in a stable manner. Un

fortunately, this kind of approach is not accurate enough, particularly for haptic rendering. A

hybrid approach of FEM and shape matching has been proposed in [FSHH12], this approach uses

a threshold time step, and those entire element that are stable use FEM and the unstable elements

are simulated by shape matching. This approach is dependent on the initial time step, if the time

step threshold is very small, the most of the elements will be simulated using shape matching. A

similar disadvantage can be observed for methods that combine explicit and implicit approaches,
since the stability is limited by the initial time step that commonly is too small [FSH1 1].

The problem of instability in explicit integration is a challenging task, and researchers try to

find out a manner to avoid the high frequencies that go through out the body and cause instabil

ity, see for example [AFSH10, FSH 10], these kind of approaches are important to determine the

elements that are unstable in order to perform some frequency filters. Even though the simulation

become more stable, it looses accuracy and it is dependent ofthe initial time step.

Other approaches based on GPU computing increase the update rates using implicit methods

[CJA+ 10]. This fact can also be an advantage for explicit schemes since this is independent of the

method; henee, if the time step is larger in explicit methods, these could simúlate more elements

in the same time by using a GPU.

Implicit methods have been made faster by using sparse cholesky factorization together with

the corotational formulation [HLS012], even though this method could yield accurate simulations,
it is complex to set up the simulation, and on the other hand, this method has not been employed
for interactive applications

As we said before, the stability is related to the mesh topology. Commonly, tetrahedral ele

ments are classified depending on their magnitude of their dihedral angles. Elements with extreme

dihedral angles, also known as ill-shaped elements (e.g. sliver element), hann the stability or ac

curacy of the simulation. In the context of finite element method the conditioning of the stiffness

matrix depends on the mesh topology (important reference related to this are [She02a, KH08]). For

this reason, meshing methods have been a research line that attempts to overeóme the instability
issues. Different mesh enhancement strategies have been proposed, which generally are classified

as: smoothing methods that displace the mesh nodes to a position that improve the accuracy of

all the adjacent elements to the reference node [SHGS06]; and topological transformations that

changes the mesh connectivity but maintains the nodes position [She02b]. These strategies work

better if are combined [FOg97, KS07]. Even though mesh improvement approaches can be used to

adaptively optimize the mesh depending on the deformation [WRK 10], these approaches are not

suitable for real-time applications using explicit integration considering topological changes, the

main reasons are their expensive processing time and that these are unable to maintain the limit

time step after a topological change, a detailed explanation about this is presented on chapter 5.

Another option to enhance the mesh quality is by mesh refinement [BHUIO], in the context
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of explicit integration, the limit time step is associated to size and volume of the smallest element

[She02a] and thus refining the mesh reduces the stable time stép.

The XFEM has already been employed for simulations of deformable objects using explicit in

tegration [JK09]. This method introduces new control points making possible to simúlate disconti
nuities in a mesh without remeshing. This method can be used to simúlate heterogeneousmaterials,
but also to simúlate topological changes such as cutting and dissection [NKJF09, KMB+09]. This

method maintains the magnitude order of the stability limit of explicit integration methods when a

specific mass lumping technique and a enrichment function are employed, in this case the weighted
diagonal and the shifted function respectively [JK09]. Despite the XFEM avoids the simulation

instability, it is also dependent on the mesh, and consequently, on the initial limit time step.

Explicit integration methods have also been used for real-time simulations by Taylor et al.

[TCC+09], explicit integration is suitable for non-linear deformations, which would be extremely
slow using implicit methods. However, their research was not interactive.

1.2.3 Mesh improvement methods

Mesh improvement has been an important research focus during the last decades. The number

of applications, such as CAD meshing for industry design, have been growing steadily due to the

requirements of Finite Element Method (FEM) based simulations and computer graphics anima
tion. Many of these applications make use of tetrahedral meshes [TMFB05, MG04, MBF04]. The

meshing algorithms are typically based on Delaunay tetrahedralization. Unfortunately the final
result is not optimal and commonly the mesh quality is not good enough for some specific applica
tions. In particular, badly-shaped elements impact directly the -accuracy and speed of a simulation
in FEM, and additionally, the shape of the elements determines the conditioning of the stiffness
matrices for FEM simulations [She02a].

There are typically two different kinds of algorithms for mesh optimization: smoothing and

topological transformations. Smoothing improves the elements by modifying the position of the
nodes but without changing the connectivity or topology, thus the number of elements remains
constant. On the other hand, in the case of methods based on topological transformations, these
approaches apply basic geometrical operations in order to modify the element connectivity, pre
serving their volume but changing the number of elements. More complex approaches remove or
insert nodes during this process [KS07].

A good survey and theory of mesh optimization is provided by [KH08].

In [FOg97], the authors propose the use of both smoothing and topological changes obtaining
better results than each one in isolation. The effectiveness of these techniques is clearly observed
in newer strategies [KS07, WRK 10], where the authors optimize the six dihedral angles of each
tetrahedra. Besides, we can find important advances in the smoothing approaches that untangle
and improve the mesh at the same time [XCW+09]. Despite the high quality of the resulting
meshes, the used measures are not directly related neither to. the simulation stability ñor to the
time step desired for real-time simulations. Besides, the number of input parameters makes it
difficult to find a good combination that returns an accurate mesh without increasing the number
of elements. Unfortunately, these parameters are mesh dependent and thus each mesh must have
its own configuration.
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Figure 1.2: Different types of tetrahedral elements. On the left, good-quality types for explicit

integration: regular elements and spire elements. On the right, badly-shaped elements. Very small

regular elements may reduce the limit time step.

Mesh refining is also used to improve the quality and accuracy of simulations [BHU10]. The

main drawback ofthis technique is the aggressive increase of mesh elements impacting strongly on

the simulation performance. Additionally, the conditioning of the stiffness matrix is dependent on

the difference between the size ofthe largest and smallest tetrahedra. The conditioning deteriorates

as this difference grows [She02a].

The use of springs systems as smoothing algorithm is not new; this has been used for real-time

improvement [SHGS06]. The rest length is defined as the average length of the element edges
and all nodes are relaxed until the equilibrium is approximated when the particles have a similar

distance. Unfortunately, the improvement is not guided by any measure. This approach can easily

genérate inverted or degenerated elements.

1.2.4 Quality measures

It is common to find tetrahedral meshes in simulations of deformable objects [MG04]. How

ever, the accuracy and speed of the simulation strongly depend on the mesh structure because

the shape and size of the elements have a direct impact on the conditioning of stiffness matrices

[She02a]. Unfortunately, accurate meshing remains a challenging task. Commonly, after generat

ing the mesh, it is required to improve the mesh using an application-specific quality measure by

adding and removing either nodes or elements, and by changing the node position (smoothing) or

the mesh connectivity (topological transformations).

Badly-shaped elements -also known as ill-shaped elements- have been an important problem
for several physics-based simulations using tetrahedral elements, particularly for applications that

introduce topological changes, e.g. cutting and fractures [MBF04, WRK10] and interactive appli

cations such as surgery simulations [SHGS06]. This kind of application requires to perform fast

improvement operations to avoid badly-shaped elements.

On the other hand, other kind of applications would base the results on the initial input mesh

structure, i.e., the structure remains intact throughout the simulation, and therefore demanding a

highly accurate input mesh.
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For tetrahedral elements, we can find several quality measures, probably the most common
is

based on the tetrahedron's six dihedral angles, but many others are based on the volume, aspect

ratio, edge length, faces áreas, among others (see Fig. 1 .2).

In the literature can be found an analysis of quality measures see, for example, [PGA94],

where the authors also propose a measure so called volume length, which has been widely used.

An important measure that indicates how far is an element with respect to a well-shaped element

has been achieved by using the jacobian matrix [KnuOl, FKÓ2]. Significant advantages of this

measure -also known as Mean-ratio are its properties of scale and rotation invariant and thus

allowing a tetrahedra to be mapped to a regular one.

The Klingner's thesis [KH08] is considered as an important and a deep research in mesh im

provement and quality measures for tetrahedral meshes. However, we have some differences with

respect to the stability limit and quality measures. First, the author states that spire elements are

detrimental for time-dependent simulations with explicit time integration. Nevertheless, we will

show that spire elements actually benefit to enlarge the time step (see Section 4.2.2). Besides, there

is no test about the measures for the limit time step; therefore, the given remarks are not completely

valuable for our particular context.

Commonly, Delaunay-based meshing algorithms have been successful in generating good tri

angular meshes. However, in three dimensions, the final results of meshing approaches generally
are low-quality meshes. This fact could be caused by the input boundary restrictions. A bad-

quality mesh output is also related to the complexity of the mesh shape. Nonetheless, it can be

found high-quality meshing approaches [ACSYD05, TMFB05].

Generally, once the mesh has been discretized into tetrahedra, it is improved with other spe

cialized geometrical operations.

So far, we have described quality metrics to measure geometrical features of tetrehedral ele

ments, however we cannot evalúate if these really indicate how stable is a mesh, i.e., we don't

know if these metrics are related to the time step.

Miller et al. [MJLW07], propose a measure so called characteristic length of an element in a

hexahedral mesh. It estimates the time step per element. Even though this quality is quite fast to

compute, the estimation of the limit time step is far from the exact valué.

Generally, the quality is based on geometrical features of a given element in isolation, i.e.

ignoring all other mesh elements. However, in order to measure the stability limit, the quality must

be computed considering the quality of its neighbors.

Probably, the closest approximation is the Reduced-one-Rihg approach (R1R) [FSHH1 2], which
is derived by considering the material properties and the mesh structure, and can be obtained via

the eigenvalues of a small matrix related to the reference element and its immediate neighbors(
more details in section 4.2.1). Despite the accuracy ofthis approach, it remains slow since it re

quires to compute the eigenvalues for each element. However, we base our testings using this

approximation.
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1.3 Discussion

Even though, implicit schemes have been established as a standard approach for interactive meth

ods using the FEM, we observe that explicit methods could be more efficient and accurate if we,

some how, manage the problem of stability. Advantages such as fast and direct computation, eas

ily parallelized, no damping artifacts and the possibility to be used for non-linear deformations (to

ñame a few), are those that we would like to explode in future simulations. We are not neglecting

the contribution of implicit methods, rather we would like to analyze if explicit integration would

be the answer to those problems that new applications demand; for instance a surgery simulation.

1.4 Problem overview

The stability is extremely important for interactive simulations, for that reason, implicit methods

have been the main approach in simulations of deformable objects. However, we are interested in

exploding the advantage of accuracy in the FEM and the speed of explicit approaches. This fact

means that we need to confront the instability problem of explicit methods.

We do not pretend to propose a conditionally stable explicit integration, rather increase the

stability limit time step larger enough to allow the simulation be processed in real time. The aim

of this dissertation is to provide different methods that show how the stable limit time step can

be improved, and as a direct consequence, the stability and performance of the simulation is also

improved.

Our research direction ignores the GPUs computing because our objective is deeper; larger

time steps make possible improving the performance of the simulation by avoiding unnecessary

computational processing; later on, our approach could be parallelized; which is considered as an

optional advantage of our method and thus future work.

Even though, our motivation is inherently of computer graphics, our research direction is a

mathematical approach that lies as a core of a simulation. Henee, our results are not graphically

detailed, this is considered as future work. Other methods such as collision detection and shading

are extensive research fields; however these are considered as a secondary objective in this research.

In a Finite element-based simulation, the stability limit of explicit integration relies on the

mesh topology and the parameters of the simulated body. Therefore, we observe how much can

be increased the limit time step, considering the mesh topology in order to determine if explicit

methods are suitable for interactive applications (Fig. 1.3).

In this dissertation, we are concemed on linear elastic simulations using tetrahedral meshes for

the finite element method. Tetrahedral mesh improvement has been widely studied last decades.

An important reference is the Klingner's thesis [K1Í08], which is specifically centered on tetrahe

dral meshes for physically-based simulations. However, our underlying focus is the stability of

explicit integration methods, which has not been deeply analyzed
in the literature.

There are simulations that not only deal with the deformation but also with the topological

changes, for example: cutting, dissecting and fracturing.
This make matters worse in the sense that
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Figure 1 .3: Comparing the deformation of two tetrahedral bar meshes with regard to the limit

stable time step Ai. The poor quality mesh ,on the left, has a very small time step, contrary to a

high quality mesh (on the right). It is possible to display larger deformations consuming the same

processing lime.

the mesh connectivity is changing and we must ensure the simulation stability for every possible
situation that may happen during the simulation.

With this aim, we need to determine the level of stability of á particular mesh and try to improve
its limit time step. Therefore. we require to analyze the standard quality factors or provide new

efficient measures and determine the limit stable time step of a mesh and the impact of a particular
element with respect the stability. On the other hand. we need to see if current mesh improvement
methods work for ensuring the stability guided by a suitable quality measure. If the stability is not

ensured, we need to provide new mesh improvement methods capable to be applied for interactive

applications considering topological changes.

Our research is in the quest towards real-time simulations of deformable objects using explicit
integrations.

1.5 Contributions

Explicit integration methods have been rarely employed for interactive applications. our research
direction is to provide a set of tools and algorithms that can be used to increase the simulation

performance. Therefore. in this dissertation we provide a wide analysis of the stability on ex

plicit integration for undamped systems. providing important remarks about tetrahedral meshes
and mesh improvement methods.

The contributions of this paper are all related to the explicit time step improvement. but we can

classify these as follows:

Analyzing quality measures: We compare several standard tetrahedral qualit\ measures with

respect to the simulation stability of explicit integration methbds. The comparison is performed

u>ing an approximation that indicates how unstable is an element (Section 4. 1 ).

Proposing new time step-based quality measures: the stability of tetrahedral elements has been

analyzed and. based on this study. we proposed two new time step estimators and a new qualitv
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measure, which are chipper to compute than the reference approximation. In addition to this, we

provide a fast and a direct manner to compute these new estimators (Section 4.3).

A new mesh improvement approach: we propose a new pre-processing method capable of

improving tetrahedral meshes from the perspective of stability. We based the improvement on

previous studies of the time step. The method attempts to displace the nodes to the position that

maximizes its time step. The objective is find a trade-off between the best position of a node and

its adjacent nodes using mass-spring systems (Section 5. 1 ).

Analyzing standard mesh improvement strategies: we determine how suitable are fast mesh

improvement techniques to ensure the simulation stability after topological changes. The test con

sists of subdividing a mesh using a cutting plañe, then fast mesh improvement methods attempt to

maintain the stability. We present studies about the stability and timings of improvement methods

(Section 5.2).

Optimal time steppingfor explicit simulation: we propose a novel approach that is capable to

use the largest possible limit time step from an easy tetrahedral i/ed mesh and use this valué to any

mesh that can be extracted from the original volumetric mesh. This method maintains the time step
no matter if the simulation is exposed to topological changes; furthermore, this approach is based

on surface meshes and thus it avoids the fact ofmeshing (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 2

Simulating DeformableModels

Physically-based simulations of deformable objects have been an important research field last

decades. Several applications of these can be found for simulation and animation. Accurate sim

ulations are commonly computed in offline fashion. On the other hand, there are a wide number

of interactive applications interested on real-time soft bodies simulation such as the medical field

(e.g. a virtual surgery training simulation) and the video games industry. In any case, researchers

are working on the enhancement of realistic behaviors inside the games such as: plant deformation,

cloth simulation, and other materials like rubber, balls, rope etc (see Fig. 2.1). Realistic scenarios

are what amaze the spectators; but, with the passing of time, they are becoming more exigent.

In order to represent a natural behavior of deformable objects it is necessary to consider the

physical laws that govern the given object by considering the environment and the material prop

erties.

Figure 2.1: The liver model is deformed using the finite element method based on a tetrahedral

mesh.

13
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2.1 Physically-based methods

The exact physical deformation of a particular soft body would require a tremendous effort to be

solved analytically, sometimes and analytical solution cannot even be possible. Despite the strong
advances on processors, the simulation of exact solutions would consume several hours. Therefore,

researchers employ numerical methods, which make possible to find a good approximations in less

time.

For simulating deformable objects there are various methods that have been attained or de

signed from a long time. Important approximation methods used for modeling the deformation

that can be easily found in the literature are (to ñame a few) the finite element method (FEM),
finite difference method (FDM), boundary element method (BEM), mass-springs model (MSM)
and meshless methods.

The FEM, founded on continuum mechanics, discretize a model into a set of a finite number

of elements (e.g., in a 3D space elements could be tetrahedras or hexahedras). In simulations of

elasticity, the displacements are interpolated per element considering the nodal valúes. The motion
of the material points is formulated through partial differential equations for each single element.
The global deformation is made up by the contribution of all mesh elements. One advantage of

this method is its accuracy that usually takes a high processing time. Detailed information about

the FEM is presented in the next section.

The mass-spring model consists of discretizing the object into a set of mass points that are

connected through springs. Each one of the springs in the network may have its own stiffness.

When external forces act on the body, all springs contribute to reestablish the body to the rest

position. In this research, we used the mass-spring method not for modeling the deformation,
rather to improve the mesh quality (see Section 5).

In the next section we describe the Finite Element Method, which is the base method of this

dissertation.

2.2 The Finite Element Method

The FEM is a numerical method that permits to find approximated solutions to physical engineer
ing problems governed by differential equations in partial derivatives. The FEM is employed when
the problem domain is complex and the solution is difficult to be obtained analytically; commonly,
it is applied in problems such as fluid mechanics, heat transfer, solids mechanics, electromagnetic
analysis, acoustics, among others.

To simúlate the behavior of a phenomenon in a system, we must consider that this will be

dependent of the geometry or domain of the system, the properties of the material and boundary
and initial and loading conditions; however, in many engineering systems all these factors are

very complex hampering an analytical solution, for this reason are used numerical methods that

discretize the domain and the most popular of these methods is the FEM.

The FEM generally consists of four steps: the first step is the modeling ofthe geometry, com

monly represented by a set of elements; the curved surfaces are approximated using straight lines if
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linear elements are used; for this step there are numerous Computer Aided Design (CAD) software

packages that genérate the geometry; the second step is the meshing process required to discretize
the geometry into small elements, this step is performed to divide the problem domain. Thereby,
the solution of each element is easily approximated and the solution of the whole problem domain

is formed by the solution of all elements. The third step is the property ofmaterial that consists in

defining the material properties according to the problem domain; in our case the Young's modulus
and Poisson ratio are required (described in section 2.2.1). Finally the fourth step consists into es
tablish the boundary, initial and loading conditions where the users can indicate these conditions
into the geometrical identities (points, lines and surfaces) or also into the elements.

In order to understand how the FEM models the soft tissue deformation, it is necessary to know

the basic concepts of the linear elastic material model.

2.2.1 Elastic materials

The analysis of elastic materials deals with the behavior of substances with the property of recov

ering their size and shape when the external forces are removed. In 1676 Robert Hooke formúlate

the linear elastic behavior, he found that the deformation is proportional to the applied forcé in the

object. Let define F as the applied forcé that stretch a spring, Al as the change of the length in the

spring (elongation), and k as a forcé constant ofthe spring, then the Hooke 's law for a linear spring
is described by

F = kAl (2.1)

In order to simúlate the elastic behavior of more complex systems is necessary to consider

some physical fields that are present when a elastic material is deformed such as stress and strain

that can be derived from equation (2.1) obtaining

5 tress - modulus • S train (2.2)

where A is the transactional area and £ is a property of the nature of the material called Young's
modulus. Equation (2.3) indicates that the stress is the forcé per unit area and the strain is the

change in length per unit length (fractional stretch).

The physical fields (strain, stress, forcé and displacement) for a 3D elastic object are expressed
as matrices, and it's important to analyze the relations among these.

Stress

In an object the components of stress are indicated on the surface of an infinitely small cubic

volume (cp. Fig. 2.2). The sign convention for the subscript is that the stress ctíj is acting on the i-

th surface with direction j-th. Therefore, there are nine stress components and by taking moments
of forces on the central axis of the cube at the equilibrium staté, it is easy to confirm that
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Figure 2.2: Six independent stress components at an internal point in an infinitesimal small cubic

block.

(fxy
=

cryx; <rxz - ov, cr.v
= cr

vr (2.4)

Henee, at a point in the elastic object there are in total six stress components known as stress

tensor and can be expressed in a vector form

<TT - {iTv.V <Tyy Cru (Ty__ (X _-. &.
xy } (2.5)

Before to show the relation between stress and strain we will define the strain for a 3D elastic

object and its relations with the displacement.

Strain-Displacement Relations

In real elastic objects the strain varies throughout the geometry and similar to the stress, the strain

can be composed of six independent components and can be expressed in the vector form of

= (e„ e,v e:_. ev. e_x. ey,} (2.6)

Let denote u = u(x,y,z), v = v(x,y,z), and w = w(x,y,z) as the displacements in the x.y, and

z coordinate directions respectively, then the components of the strain can be obtained from the

derivatives of the displacements as follows:
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du du
_

du

T¿ €yy~p
€zz =

Tz'
du dv du dw dv dw

e„ =
— +€xy

~

dy
+

dx'
€xz

~

dz
+

dx'
c*

"

dzdy
(2.7)

To express the strain-displacement relations in matrix form, we define the displacement vector

as

u(x,y,z)
u = { v(x,y,z)

w(x,y,z)

(2.8)

The six strain-displacement relationships in equation (2.7-) can be expressed in the compact
form

by

e = Lu (2.9)

where L is a matrix of partial differential operators obtained from equation (2.7) and is given

L =

| 0 0 1

o o |
£ A. o
dy dx

u

dz
u

dx

o # #
dz dy

(2.10)

In computer graphics there are two common choices known as the Green's nonlinear strain

tensor and the Cauchy's linear strain tensor defined in equations (2.12) and (2.1 1) respectively.

e = l(Vu + [Vu]r + [VufVu) (2.11)

e = -(Vu + [Vu]r] (2.12)

where Vu is the gradient of the displacement field and is expressed in a matrix of the form

Vu = (2.13)
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Where the index x,y and z represents spatial derivatives. If the deformations of the body are

large is used the Green's strain tensor, on the other hand for small deformations the Cauchy's strain

tensor is used.

Stress-Strain Relations

The equations that give the relationship between stress and strain are known as the constitutive

equations for a material. The equation (2.2) can be generalized as the Hooke's law for a general

anisotropic material (i.e. the material property varies with direction) given in the following matrix

form:

cr = ce (2.14)

where c is a matrix of material constants can be written expliciüy as a symmetric matrix as

follows.

f <r„ |
(Tyy

O-zz

O'y,

. =

o~xz

{ cr^ J

CU C]2 C13 CM Cl5 C\6

Cll C23 C24 C25 C26

C33 C34 C35 C36

C44 C45 C46

C55 £Í56

C66

For isotropic materials the matrix c can be reduced to

"yz

-=*:>■

(2.15)

c =

Cll £-12 c,2 0 0 0

c,i c,2 0 0 0

cu 0 0 0

(c,,-Ci2)/2 0 0

(cu -

c,2)/2

(Cll

0

-

c12)/2

(2.16)

where

C|l

£(l-v)

(l-2v)(l+v)'
C12

Ev

(l-2v)(l+v)'

cu -C12
= G (2.17)

in which E,v,G are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and the shear modulus of the material,

respectively, where the first two are independent. Given two of these three constants the other one
can be calculated by the relation

G =

2(1 +v)
(2.18)
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Equilibrium Equations

To obtain the dynamic equilibrium equations, let us consider an arbitrary point in the body using an

infinitesimal differential element, as shown in Figure 2.2. The equilibrium of forces is required in

all directions and, as this is a generalization of a dynamic system, we have to consider the inertial

forces of the element. The equilibrium of forces in the x directions gives

(d(rxx
\ l dcryx \

»"« + -t—ax I dydz
-

o-xxdydz + \o-yx +
-——

dyi dxdz
-

(ryxdxdz

f+tH dxdy -

tr^cLcdy + fx = püdxdydz (2.19)

external forcé inertial forcé

where the inertial forcé is the term on the right-hand side ofthe equation, and fx is the external

body forcé that affects the body as a whole (i.e. applied in the center of the element). Henee, the

equation (2. 1 9) becomes one of the equilibrium equations, written as

dcrxx do~yx dc-,1

i>r+-£+i¡r+f-p,i <2-20)

in the same way, the equilibrium equations of forces in the y and z directions yields

dcr„ do-™ do~zv

da„ do-yz dcr„

^7
+

^
+

^f
+ /z=^ (2-22)

Defining a vector of the external body forces f¿, in x, y and z directions as follows

fl = {fxfyfz} (2.23)

the equilibrium equations (2.20),(2.21) and (2.22) can be written in a concise matrix form as

follows

LV + fb = pü (2.24)

To write the equilibrium equation (2.24) in term of the displacements can be done by using
equations (2.9) and (2.14). Henee, can be obtained a general form of the dynamic equilibrium
equation expressed as a matrix equation

LrcLu + ffc = pü (2.25)
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if the loads applied on the body are static, then the static equilibrium can be obtained simply

by dropping the dynamic term (inertial forcé) in equation (2.25)

LrcLu + ffc = 0 (2.26)

2.2.2 FEM

This method is based in the applications of Rayleigh-Ritz method, it doesn't work over the com

plete domain of the problem; it only considers sub-domains called elements. In the FEM. a com

plex continuum system is discretized into simple and small geometric elements; some nodal points
are specified in an element where the unknown valúes are expressed mathematically. An interpo
lation based on the valúes of the nodes is needed to obtain the unknown valúes inside an element.

The interpolation or shape functions are complete set of polynomials.

This chapter presents the simple overview of the FEM, for a deep analysis of the method refer

to specific FEM books, such as [LQ03],[Hut04] and [ZTZ05].

FEM Procedure

The standard FEM procedure consists of four steps: domain discretization, constructing shape
functions, formation of the FE equations on local coordinate systems and assembly of global FE

equations. This procedure is shown in Figure 2.3.

Domain

Discretization

Constructing

Shape

Functions

FE equations in

local system
FEM assembly

Figure 2.3: FEM procedure performed to simúlate elastic objects.

Domain Discretization

The total domain (body) Q is divided into nf sub-domains Q,. called elements. This procedure is

called meshing and is often carried out by preprocessors. All elements are connected by its nodes

forming an entire domain without any gap or overlapping. A finer mesh usually generates more

accurate results. For tetrahedral meshes we could find very common software such Gmsh. tetgen.
netgen. among others.
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Constructing Shape functions

The FEM formulation uses a local coordinate system that is defined for an element in reference to

the global coordination system; i.e., it is possible that each element has its own orientation and to

assemble all the elements it is required a coordinate transformation for each element, considering
a global coordinate system. Based on the local coordinate system defined on an element, the

displacements ofan element is assumed by polynomial interpolation using the nodal displacements
as follows

u(x) = Yj<bi(x)u'¡
i-\

(2.27)

where n is the number of nodes forming the element e, u'¡ is the nodal displacements at i-th

node, which can be expressed in a general form as

u' =
«2

ul

displacements at node 1

displacements at (íode 2

displacements at node n

(2.28)

where each of the uf has n¡ Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) that corresponds to the displacements
and / or rotations at the i-th node (i.e. for a 3D body n¡ = 3). Therefore, the total dimensión of the

vector of DOFs u' is the same that the number of element nodes times the DOFs at a node, i.e.

n xn/.

In equation (2.27), <J>, are the element shape functions, which are predefined to assume the

shapes of the displacement variations with respect to the coordinates. These functions are chosen

in such way that the nodal positions take either a unitary or a nuil valué, this property is known

as the Delta property. In the case of a linear triangle the shape functions are identical to the

barycentric coordinates as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Shape functions of a single linear triangular element; these functions (<t>¡) are used to

interpólate the nodal displacements u, allowing to obtain of a continuous displacement inside an

element (u(x)).
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FE Equations on Local Coordinate Systems

The potential energy in this context is the elastic strain energy. The strain energy in the entire

domain of elastic solids can be expressed as

n=-- [eTadV = \ fercedV (2.29)
2 Jv 2 Jv

The kinetic energy of the entire problem domain is defined as follows

UrTiúdV (2.30)

Therefore, FE equations for an element can be formulated by substituting the interpolation of

the nodes, (2.27) and the equation (2.9) which is the strain-displacement equation, into the equation

(2.29) yields

n = \- f ercedV = ]- f ue7BrcBu'dV = ]-ueT I f BrcBdV)ue (2.31)

The script e stands for the element, henee the volume integration is over the element. In the

equation (2.31) B is called the strain matrix, defined by

B = LO (2.32)

where L is the differential operator given in equation (2.10). Let define the element stiffness
matrix as

Ke= BrcBdV (2.33)
Jvc

henee, the equation (2.31) can be rewritten as

II = -^uerKeue (2.34)

The stiffness matrix is symmetric and its dimensión is equal to the number of element nodes

times number of DOFs at a node, i.e. n x nf .

Substituting equation (2.27) into (2.30), the kinetic energy can be rewritten as s

T = X- f púTúdV = - f pvLeT<bT<bñedV = -úeT ¡ i pOrOjúf (2.35)

From previous equation we can define the mass matrix of the element, by denoting
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me= f
Jv,

pOrOdV (2.36)

where p is the material density. Finally the equation of the forces can be computed as the

derivatives of the energy with respect to the nodal positions. A linearized relationship for an

element between nodal forces and nodal positions can be expressed as

r = Keue (2.37)

FEM Assembly

The FE equations for all the elements can be assembled together, thereby, is obtained the deforma

tion of the whole system. The global stiffness matrix is calculated as follows

K = VKe*
1=1

(2.38)

2.2.3 Linear FEM

In computer graphics has been applied three kind of FEM approaches, the linear FEM, the corota

tional method and the non-linearmethod; for purposes of this thesis only the first two are described.

For small displacements can be used the linear Cauchy's strain tensor shown in equation (2.11).

Then the strain matrix B of the equation (2.32) can be expressed explicitly as

B,=

¿m>,

dx

0

0

d(¡>¡

dl¡
dz

o

0 0

ao,

¿Jv
0

0
d<b,

dz
Mx,

í)x
0

0
dx

ito. dd>.

dz dy 1

(2.39)

Considering i and j the Índices of the element nodes, the stiffness matrix can be defined of the

form

Ky =

|BfcB,dV (2.40)
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2.2.4 Corotational FEM

The corotational method is based in the linear FEM using the Cauchy's strain tensor. This method

maintains a reference state all elements by extracting the rotations of each elements [MG04]. To

compute the deformation forces, these have to be translated to the reference state and rotate back

to the current state. Therefore, the deformation forces are expressed as follows

n

f, = R2K*,(Rrp,*-P(V) (2.41)

;=i

where R is the rotation matrix is required to transíate from the current to initial state, p are the

positions of the element nodes in the current deformed state defined as p
- po + u, in which p0

indicates the initial positions of the element nodes.

2.3 The Extended Finite ElementMethod

The XFEM is in essence the FEM with adaptations appropriate for evolving boundary valué. It

basically represents the discontinuities with the creation of enrichment functions. It exploits the

partition of unity property of shape functions, this property is expressed as:

n

£*,<*) = 1 (2-42)

i=i

The main idea of exploiting the partition of unity property is to construct basis functions

through produets of classical shape functions and a local enriched basis [BM97]. This means

that, when a discontinuity appears (e.g. an element has been cut) the related nodes are enriched by
a global discontinuous enrichment function with the product of the shape functions and the local

enriched basis. Therefore, the equation of the displacements (cp. equation (2.27)) now can be

calculated as

n n

u(x) = £ <D,(*)u, + J] <D,(*)^(*)a,* (2.43)
;=i ;=1
S

^
'

\r>
■'

**

classical enrichment

where the discontinuous enrichment functions are denoted by xj/j(x), and the new DOFs as a7,

commonly the number of new DOFs is the same than the element DOFs. The shape functions

<5>j(x), given in the enrichment side of the equation (2.43), can be different of the classical shape
functions 4>¡(x) (e.g. higher order), in this thesis are considered to be both the same.

The enrichment function x¡/(x) can be any discontinuous function. If the support of a node is

cut, commonly is enriched with Heaviside function, which is defined as
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"{-i
above the crack

below the crack
¥(*) = H(x)

Another option is to use the shifted enrichment functions defined as follows

Ux) = \(H(x) -

H¡)

(2.44)

(2.45)

where H¡ is the valué ofHeaviside function at the i-th node. -The shifted function consists in use

the enrichment contribution only inside of the discontinuous element and ignores the contribution

on the borders of the element and also outside the element (cp. Fig. 2.5)

«i

«■■^ ^s/T ^s\< «■P,

xc XI X? X3 XU XI X2 X3

V *

•

Xú XI X2

1

X3 XC* Xí
V>2

X2 X
■

<t>,«4J,

0)2^ ; 02^2

Figure 2.5: Enrichment functions. The Heaviside enrichment function on the left and the shifted

function on the right.

The inclusión of enrichment function break with the delta property, then the displacements
of the enriched nodes has to be computed as the sum of the components u, + *P,a,. The nodal

DOFs u,*, when the generalized Heaviside enrichment function is used, lose their physical meaning

requiring some adaptations to the equations. On the contrary, the shifted enrichment function

directly records the valúes of displacements (enriched and non-enriched nodes) in u,; therefore, in

a shifted function the added DOFs a, are only required to establish the displacement of a enriched

element. Figure 2.6 shows the physical meaning of DOFs in a discontinuous element according to

the enrichment function.

The facility of the implementation depends on the choice of the enrichment function, more

over, this choice impaets on the numerical stability ofthe simulation [Jer07].

The equation (2.43) can be generalized to consider múltiple cuts, to this end is required the

inclusión of new enrichment function each time that a discontinuity is created and also new DOFs.
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u.-a2
u.*.a2

a, uí*

u>a-

u^-a3

1 :

Heaviside shifted

Figure 2.6: The enrichment functions have its own physical meaning ofthe nodal DOFs.

Considering a element that has been cut twice, in which H',H" are the enrichment functions for

the first and the second cut respectively, the displacements can be calculated as

u(x) = £ «M*)u, +¿ <¡>j(x)<j/j(x)a'j +¿ 4>j(x).t'J(xW/
;=i j=x

n m

= J] <&,(-*)u, +^ ^j(x)iffj(x)aj

;=i
(2.46)

y=i

where m represent the number of all added DOFs. The enrichment functions xf/j(x) are global
as are H1

, H" The new cut must be independent from the previous cuts, this is shown in the Figure
(2.7), in which H" is zero on the below side of the cut /.

2.3.1 Linear XFEM

The vectors of the displacement (u) and forcé (f) of the linear XFEM, unlike the linear FEM,

require to include new DOFs of those elements with discontinuities; these vectors can be expressed
as

u* = [u, ■•• una,..-a„]7'

fx = [f, ■■■fntar-ían]T

(2.47)

(2.48)

The stiffness matrix ofthe standard FEM, shown in equation (2.40), must consider the enriched
strain matrix which is defined as

B* = [B, ■•• B^-B-.-.^B-,] (2.49)

It is easily to see that the enrichment functions i//¡(x) is constant according to the side ofthe cut

plañe, which are the sides above (Va) and below (Vfc). Henee, equations can be divided into two
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Figure 2.7: Múltiple cuts per element. A new independent component is created for each cut (on
tbe left): a hierarchical cut structure can be employed for more complex crack branching (on tbe

right).

components to intégrate tbe volume of tbe whole domain. Thereby . tbe equations of tbe stiffness
matrix yields

Kf = f BfTeB*dV + f BfcBfdV
Jv, Jvt

(230)

above below

This enriched stiffness matrix. can also be express as a matrix of four components as foDows

K* =

K" K-

K"* K" (231)

whereK" is the standard stiffness matrix that related to tbe original DOFs and K"°, ET and K""

are related to the new DOFs. Considering the strain matrix B as a constant. the four components
of tbe stiffness matrix can be defined as

k,7
= (tt"

*

T*"')
iY- Vr \

K.7
= (y*^.

- ^v*T*i)

12^2)

1 2:53»

i2.54i

(255)
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where ^^ and Tt* indicates the valué of %(x) above and below the cut plañe respectively.
When the shifted enrichment function, given in the equation (2.45), is used, the components of the

enrichment stiffness matrix become

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)

+ 1

-1 (2.59)

A disadvantage of the linear FEM is that only allows simúlate deformations of small displace
ments. Therefore, the linear XFEM can be used to simúlate partial cuts in stiff objects.

2.3.2 Corotational XFEM

The forces in the corotational FEM, shown in equation (2.41), must consider that the rotation of

a discontinuous element will have different behavior in each part, then employing the equation

(2.43), the deformation forces in an enriched element turn into

ff = Y Rfl f BfrcB*dV (Rl?* - p* ) } Above

„
(2-60)

+ Y Rfc f BfrcBjdV (R[p?
- p* ) } Below

jTx Jv„

Where the positions of px = pf + ux Considering an element, the rotation for the part above

of the cut plañe is denoted as Rfl and the rotation below as R¿,; from above and using equation

(2.44), the equations of the deformation forces of the standard DOFs and the added DOFs can

be computed separately. Thus, the deformation forcé of the standard DOFs can be computed as

follows

f, = yRfl£ K0(RarPay* -

po,) + y
R*X KyCRÍPw

-

Po;) (2.61 )

where the positions of the element nodes are calculated

K"" = K,

K¡?
=

Ky
=

k* =

Vb
VK'7

~VK'7
W

"v'h/

Vr
"l

w

v.i/

TK'7

u

ifHj = +l

ifHj = -l

ifH¡ = +l

ifHi = -í

ifH¡ = Hj =

if H¡ = Hj =

ifH¡*Hj
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Píj
=

Po; + "y + ^sj^j where s = aor s = b (2.62)

where the subscript s indicates that the above equation can be applied for the parts above and

below of the cut. The deformation forcé of the added DOF can be computed as follows

7=1
'

7=T

tf = y
Wa¡Yj Ky(Rarp<y -

Poy) + yRJW£ Ky(RÍP« -

p0y) (2.63)

Employing the shifted enrichment function (cp. equation (2.45)) into equation 2.63 ,
the defor

mation forces yield

Zy"=1 -%RbKu(RTbpbj -

p0,.) if^ = +1

y = ;

Z"=l ^RaK^Rlp,,; -

Poj) if H¡ = -1
(2.64)

and the positions ofthe element nodes

D .
_ / Poy + "y ifHj = +1 / Po. + u.

-

a. if tf. = +1

P"-jPoy + u; + a, ifHj = -l
^

=

{Po; + u;
'

ifHj = -l
(2-65)

For purposes of this thesis the nonlinearXFEM is not required to be described (the formulation
is tn [Jer07]))

2.3.3 Mass Lumping Techniques

The stability and the accuracy of the simulation are harmed if there are sliver elements Slivers
can be caused rf one part of the element is so small that the volume is almost zero. This problemhappens tn exphctt and .mplicit methods. However, [JK09] declare that the simulationSScan be tmpacted by the choice ofthe enrichment functions and the mass lumping tSque^
matS^Tfoíows"1"88

^^^ ^ rePreSented Wkh f°Ur comP°nents «ar to the stiffness

Mx =

where each component is defined by

Mu" M"

Ma" Ma (2.66)
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M¡7= fpQ&jdV (2.67)

M¡7= fpQfijVjdV (2.68)

M?; = I pViWjdV (2.69)

My-= fp^O^TydV (2.70)

Note that the lumped matrices M",fl and M"!' are zero. Therefore, is only necessary to compute
the lumped matrices of M"j' and M'¡f. There are three principal techniques to lump the matrices

such as mw summation, weighted diagonal and enrichment lumping technique. The lumped mass

matrices using row summation yields

MJP = £M« (2-7D

J

m¡t = ^m;; (2.72)

i

The weighted diagonal technique is computed as follows

Mí"

M"

(2.73)

C = m—V— (2.74)

where m is the element total mass Finally the enrichment lumping technique, proposed by
[MRCB06], is applied in explicit integration time and is computed as follows

M;i" =

™

(2.75)

M;;" =
« f/'dv = ( v T-< + y^)M"" (176)

where n indícale the number of element nodes.

|Jer07| analyze the lumping techniques and the enrichment function in order to determine

which produces more stability on the simulation. |Ier07] conclude that using the shifted function

and the enrichment lumping technique, slivers are avoided and therefore, the simulation stability
is ensured.
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Time Integration

ln a simulation. the nodes of a deformable object are displaced through the time. Meaning, that it

is necessary to update tbe displacements and velocities in a continuous function that depends on

tbe time. The computational implementation cannot be continuous, we need to discretize in the

time domain. In order to compute a simulated second we specify a kind of update size or time

increment At, known as time step. The time step defines the number of iterations that needs to

be proceeded in a specified lapse of time. Henee, smaJ ler time steps yield accurate results at the

expense ofmore processing time. The fact of simulating a deformation is the same man computing
tbe displacements and velocities with respect to the time.

The equation ofmotion for the entire domain is expressed by

Mü-Cu-Ku = f, (3.1)

whereM is tbe global lumped mass matrix, C is the damping matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, f,., .

the external forces, ú ís the vector of tbe velocity components (deriving tbe displacements) and ü

is the acceleration vector (deriving the velocities).

The external forces are in equilibrium with respect to the internal forces by solving the dis

placement vector i». In order to compute the displacements at each time step, it is employed a time

integration method.

There are two main types of time integration methods: implicit and explicit. Implicit methods

are generally more efficient for relau . el \ slow phenomena. Explicit methods are more efficient for

very fast phenomena. Different explicit and implicit solvers are shown in Figure 3. 1 .

ln this chapter we care only on single-step algorithms for second-order equations. The aim

is to approximate in the next time step the unknowns uv* ú»,*- and ü. given the previous step
information about the displacements u„ m„. ¿v and the forces acting in the interval of time At.

The initial condition of u-, and ú<( must be specified on the first interval. which is considered as

an initial valué problem. The differential equations indícale how related is an unknown function

and its derivatives. The behavior ofthe system is represented by an ordinary differential equation
(ODE;. that relates the derivatives of displacements with respect lo the time.

31
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Figure 3.1: List of common time integration methods.

When we use numerical methods for solving differential equations, we may have special atten

tion to the stability; it is important to observe that the given approximation converge to the solution,
otherwise the system become unstable, which is not acceptable in any kind of simulations.

The finite difference method can be employed to easily approximate the derivatives

a =

fr+1

At

- + 0(At2) (3.2)

v =

••r+l

Ar

- + 0(At2), (3.3)

where a is acceleration defined as a = ü and v is the velocity (v = ú). The notation 0(At2) is the
error term that indicates the difference between the solver and the full Taylor series. More detailed

information about stability of general integration methods can be found in [PFTV88, ZTZ05].

3.1 Explicit integration

Explicit methods are conditionally stable, which means that these have limited At, and if it exceeds

the upper bound, the computed solution become unstable and might grow without limit. For in

stance, when a model start to víbrate and the vibration frequency is higher than the time step, the

model could take the forces with the opposite sign. In this case, the system may gain energy and

eventually the system will crash (Fig. 3.2).

In general, the time steps used in the explicit methods are 100 or 1000 times smaller than those

used in implicit methods. The explicit Euler method is expressed as

V,+Ar
= V, + A?

f(u„v,)

m
(3.4)
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Figure 3.2: Explicit methods have an upper bound valué for the time step. If the time step crosses

this barrier the system become unstable. The continuous line is the exact solution and the dashed

line is the approximation.

U,+A/ = u, + Atv, (3.5)

However the error term is very large, there are other strategies that reduce this error; one option
is to increase the number of samples of the forces in the interval of time, e.g., the Runge-Kutta
scheme. Another strategy to obtain a better approximation of the derivatives is to use the previous
and current step valúes. The Verlet scheme can be expressed as

V/+AI = v, + Aí
f(uf-v,)

m

(3.6)

U.+A. = u, + Afv,+A, (3.7)

It is important to note that, the stability of the verlet method is similar to other well-known

methods such as semi-implicit euler and explicit Newmark method.

3.2 Implicit integration

Implicit methods are unconditionally stable, and the stability of the simulation is not dependent
of size of the time step, however these methods require to solve a large system of equations. The
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implicit Euler method is expressed as

u,+Ar = uf + Arv,+Al

V,+Ar = V, + Aía,+Ar

(3.8)

(3.9)

To solve these equations is required to redefine a new system of equations and employ a nu

merical method such as Newton-Raphson. If the derivative of the forces changes in time, then the

Newton-Raphson method must be executed each time step. In computer graphics the unknowns

are reformulated to solve a problem of the type Ax = b, which can be solved by the method of

conjúgate gradient.

3.3 Stability of explicit integration

In explicit integration schemes using the finite element method, the simulation time step ArJim must

be below the highest time step that ensures stability on the simulation Atcrí„ which is known as the

critical time step. The Atcr_, can be obtained through the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition

[CFL28], which arises from the observation ofa wave crossing an element ofa discrete spatial grid,

indicating that the time step must be less than the time that takes the wave to propágate through
the element.

slow

Ati

real time

oí 02 oj oj os oe u
■

oa 09

unstable

Atsim Atcrit

Figure 3.3: The shape and size of the elements determine the stable time step. The simulation time

step Atsim must be smaller than the Atcrit. The mesh improvement would make would increase the

stable time step. A real-time simulation depends on the hardware which defines the Atmin required
to compute a single step.

The CFL condition can be formulated through the squared modal frequencies io2 that in an

undamped system corresponds to the maximal eigenvalue (¿mo*) ofM"'K the global mass matrix

and stiffness matrix respectively, thus Aícr¡, is computed by
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where c is a constant related to the particular explicit solver, for instance, c = 2 for semi-implicit
Euler. For more information regarding the critical time step we refer to [AFSH10]. Note that

equation 3.10 computes the exact valué corresponding to the maximal stable time step. However,

it does not provide information per element, i.e., we cannot determine the elements that harm the

stability, which are known as critical elements these methods are presented in the next chapter.

In order to perform a simulation in real time using explicit integration it is necessary to have a

simulation time step slightly smaller than A,crj, but larger enough that the number of iterations per
second could be processed by a given hardware. When the simulation time step it too small, the

number of iterations would increment at a point that it would not be possible to perform all those

iterations in real time (Fig. 3.3). For that reason, the critical time step must be enlarged as much as

possible. The critica] time step depends on the worst element in the mesh; knowing those critical

elements it would be easier to improve the mesh. These quality measures are presented in the next

chapter.

3.3.1 A new damping factor

We saw in the CFL condition that high modal frequencies are the principal cause of instability.

Aguinaga et al., [AFSH10] propose a method that can be used-to filter these frequencies; unfortu

nately the behavior of the system is not accurate as the number of ill-shaped elements grows.

Chen and Rieles present an unconditionally stable explicit integration algorithm; they analyze
the stability of the explicit Newmark scheme and provide the damping factors required to maintain

the stability of the simulation. The property of unconditional stability is applied only for linear

elastic structures; for non-linear structures the stability remain .conditional [CRIO]. Unfortunately,
the provided damping factor is extremely high and tne simulation may not resemble the natural

deformation of an object.

However, based on this approach, we study the damping factor, we would like to know the

exact valué in order to avoid high modal frequencies with the minimal impact on the accuracy. We

look for a damping factor a where 0 < a < 1 . The damping factor in the explicitNewmark method

is formulated by:

v,+Ar = v, + axAt (3.11)
m

u,+A, = u, + Aív, + orzAí2 (3.12)
m

For a constant average acceleration we have that ar* = «2 [CRIO]. Henee, we neglect the

subscript, using only a as the damping term.

If we combine the equation 3.10 with the damping term a we have that

At =
C

. (3.13)
V-WarM-'K)
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By extracting a from previous equation we have that

(3.14)a =

Aty/A^aM-tK))

~(^f (3.15)

This alpha factor, is precomputed and used in the Newmark's method; if we know the critical

time step of a given mesh then, it could be easily computed, otherwise it would be expensive to be

computed depending on the number of mesh elements.

Despite this equation obtains the damping that ensures the stability of the simulation no matter

the given time step, the real effect is the same when the critical time step is used. The previous

equations is like a ratio between the given input time step to the critical time step.

However, this approach could be useful to fíltrate high frequencies on those particular elements

that make the simulation unstable. Furthermore, the equation would provide a particular damping
factor for each element and thus the accuracy does not abruptly deteriórate because well-shaped
elements do not need damping, and the damping for a particular element is proportional to its level

of instability, i.e., the damping factor rely on how badly-shaped is the element.

We formalize the previous conditions for particular element, obtaining a a¡ for the element í

using a critical integration time for each element denoted by Afcrit, the conditions are

f 1 if At < Afr!t

*-((-#./ a* >*L
In order to compute the damping factor for a particular element it is necessary to measure

its critical time step, which is not provided by the equation 3.10. This kind of measures will be

presented in the next chapter. The studies about the damping factor with respect to the accuracy
are considered as future work.
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Element-wise QualityMeasures

In this research, we present new quality measures focused mainly on the stability limit of explicit

integrations in a FE-based simulation of deformable objects for isotropic material. Our approach
is suitable for simulations using the corotational formulation [MG04].

There are several sophisticated mesh improvement approaches; however, their quality measures

are not related to increasing the time step. We propose two new measures that can be important in

applications with the objective of speeding up the simulation.

The main contributions of this work are:

Standard measures analysis: We provide a comparison of several standard quality measures,

indicating their relation to the stability for explicit integration, finding that these measures are

unsuitable to improve the stability limit.

New time step measures: We propose two quality measures that are important to estimate the

time step for a specific tetrahedral element. These measures could approximate the ranges of the

simulation stability and thus are more useful than standard quality measures that commonly are

normalized valúes.

Direct derivation: Since our heuristics are computed from the main diagonal of the stiffness

matrix, we describe how to obtain the diagonal in a straight form, i.e., without computing the

complete element stiffness matrix and thus saving processing time.

Badly-shaped elements analysis: we provide important remarks about complex badly-shaped
elements, giving clues to avoid them in meshing and improvement approaches with the objective
of increasing the stability limit.

4.1 Tetrahedra-based quality measures

Several quality measures can be found in the literature; however, we have selected those that we

consider the most important. These quality measures are presented in Table 4.1. In [KÜ08] can be

found a description of many of these measures; the most of these are restricted to measure only
the shape but not the size of an element. Minimum sine dihedral angle can be useful because this

37
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measure Formula Definitions

Irms is the root-mean-squared edge length and V

is the tetrahedra volume [PGA94]

liwrm is the harmonic mean ofthe tetrahedron six

edge lengths [WRK10]

minimum sine dihedral angle [K1Í08]

Z = |e1|2e2xe3-i-|e2|2e3Xei-i-|e3|2eiXe2[Kli08]

IISIIjt = V'KSfS,) and cr, = det(St) [XCW+09]

í = -Jpn+i,*,n_2V) where E is the Young's modu

lus and v the Poisson ratio [MJLW07]

Table 4. 1 : Standard quality measures

measure does not penalize a spire element; the downside of this measure comes out when a spire
element is slightly deformed because the time step is not as restrictive as this measure.

V* and Rr penalize hardly those spire elements [K1Í08], however V* is more related to the time

step, which is more dependent on the volume change. In order to increase the effect to determine

a normalized quality respect the time step, we must combine these measures with element size

factors such as the volume, the maximal edge length or the maximal face area.

Mesh improvement approaches are guided by the element quality measures, which determine

where to optimize, i.e., the quality measure is required to identify the worst elements. Therefore,
the selection of quality measures is critical to ensure the optimization, and it will depend on the

application.

Unfortunately, these measures only provide information to evalúate the geometrical features of
each element, i.e., these do not indicate how the element impaets the stability ofthe simulation.

4.2 Stability quality measure

So far, we have seen the crucial role of element quality measures for meshing and improvement.
Even though there are many measures widely employed by the literature, we are focused on those
who improve the time step. The existent estimators ofthe element time step require to compute the

eigenvalues and therefore, these are not fast enough to be used for mesh enhancement approaches.

Consequently, we are forced to choose other quality measures. However, some questions come up:
which is the best quality measure to increase the stable time step? How could be the limit time step

v, volume length 6V5£

nV, new volume length 6V2V*1
'rms

ms minimum sine
3V •„ Ui

R ^radius ratio
6V3V

«V
VZ(Ai+A2+í43+í44)

mr mean ratio
3o*?'3
IHI1|

V volume del[el e2 e3]

6

Le characteristic length (-¿¿%¿¿)ls
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Figure 4. 1 : Time step for a tetrahedra when a single vértex moves freely. Tetrahedra coordinates

are (0.0.0), ( V5/2, 1/2,0), (V5/2,- 1/2,0), (x,y,z). Plot is based on [She02a]. The time step

increase as the color become red.

approximated in a fast manner? And how can we identify the elements that harm the stability? In

this research, we go through these questions.

Through the analysis of a single tetrahedra, we observe that the time step is related to the

element volume (see Fig. 4.1). Regarding the time step, we observe that spire elements actually

improve the time step. Nevertheless, the time step ofa very large spire element does not differ too

much than a regular one. Further discussions about spire elements are presented in Section 4.2.2.

12x12

Figure 4.2: The R1R approach is computed through the eigenvalues Á of a small matrix computed
from the contribution of the neighbors elements (a). We propose to avoid the computation of

the eigenvalues by considering the maximal elements of the diagonal (b). We assume that the

eigenvalues are distributed in the main diagonal valúes denoted by D (c).
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liver

VI

rand raptor armadillo polyp
inVI Hms *Rr uj MR M V ^ Le

Figure 4.3: Measuring the correlation coefficient of standard measures with respect to the R1R

approach. The measures are better as these approach to 1 .

4.2.1 The Reduce-One-Ring (R1R) approach

An important estimator of the time step is provided by the Reduced-One-Ring (R1R) approach

proposed in [FSHH12]. This measure considers the contribution of immediate neighbors ofthe

element, i.e., elements sharing at least one node. A 12 x 12 sub-matrix is extracted from the mass

and stiffness matrices of the local neighborhood (see the left side of Fig. 4.2). Using these small

matrices in Equation 3.10 yields a good approximation of the critical time step for the reference

element. Unfortunately, the eigenvalue computation for the R1R approximation is computation

ally expensive in applications such as mesh generation and mesh improvement techniques since
the quality needs to be reevaluated several times, e.g. after displacing a node or modifying the

connectivity.

In this research, we use this estimator as a reference to evalúate how good is a quality measure
with respect to the time step. Note that the tests indicate that the R1R overestimates the exact time

step by no more than 10%, more details in [FSHH12].

4.2.2 Comparing standard quality measures

In order to measure the relation ofall measures, we use the correlation coefficient to determine how

related are all these measures with respect to the R1R approach (further explanation of correlation
is given in Section 4.4). Fig. 4.3 indicates that standard measures are not directly related to the time

step, we have tested that adding the volume to these measures the correlation coefficient strongly
increases.
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For the sake of completeness, we test the exact time step for a simple bar mesh in three dif

ferent scenarios: a bar with a few regular elements, the same bar with more elements through its

subdivisión and a bar with spire tetrahedra. These bars are shown in Fig. 4.4, even though for

some quality measures spire, elements are considered as badly-shaped elements, this is not true for

the time step (see Tab. 4.2). However, in this toy scenario the use of spire elements could genérate
artifacts in the simulation due to the reduced number of degrees of freedom.

nodes tetras min(V¡) min(nV¡) min(ms) min(Rr) min(mr) Ate_

Table 4.2: Three different bars measured with some quality measures. The exact critical time step

indicates that barsp¡re has the largest time step.

4.3 New Heuristics toMeasure the Stability

Even though the R1R approach has been used for real-time simulations [FSHH12], we have ob

served an interesting behavior of eigenvalues that allow us to give an approximation of these with

out computing them. Our approximations stem from the fact that the trace of the matrix M;'Kr is

the same than the sum of its eigenvalues, i.e., £ Á¡ = tr(M;lKr), where tr() computes the trace of

a matrix. Meaning that the eigenvalues are distributed on the main diagonal (see Fig. 4.2 at the

right). Nevertheless, the eigenvalues are not equal to diagonal valúes; even so, we could extract

useful features of the distribution of eigenvalues through statistical analysis.

*mih
nVl ms Ri

! I

Figure 4 4- Comparing three different mesh resolutions
of the same bar. From the top to bottom:

bar composed by regular element, subdivided
bar with regular elements and the bar with spire

elements. Standard measures indicate that spire elements have
bad quality.
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An important observation is that the largest valué of the stiffness matrix lies on its main diag
onal, i.e. the time step depends on the greatest eigenvalue, which could be approximated with the

greatest valúes of the stiffness matrix.

For simplicity, we denote the main diagonal of the R1R stiffness matrix as Kr and Dr is the

main diagonal ofM;r'Kr. We propose two slightly different heuristics that approximate the time

step without computing the eigenvalues.

Scalar-based heuristic (Hs): The largest eigenvalue is approximated by obtaining themaximal

valué of the main diagonal times a scalar. The scalar has been found through statistical analysis,
and we define our first heuristic simply by

5

-imax * -Max(Dr).

Our scalar-based heuristic is defined for explicit solvers as follows:

7

y¡\Max(Dr)
Position-based heuristic (Hp): This measure is based on the distribution ofthe diagonal valúes

with respect to the eigenvalues. First, the diagonal valúes are ordered in descending form. Since
the largest diagonal valué is smaller than the maximal valué, we require to find the valué that

compensates the lack and approximate to the eigenvalue. We assume that for a tetrahedra element,
the first eigenvalues are slightly greater than the corresponding ordered diagonal valúes. We desire

to find the index valué where the diagonal vector and eigenvalues intersect, and we suppose this

will happen where the sum of the components exceeds the half of the trace. Therefore, we sum

the ordered components until we cross the half of the trace, the last added component corresponds
with the valué to compénsate the largest component as follows Ámax « Dr[l] + Dr[¿] where ¡' is

the index of the last valué required to exceed the half of the trace. The index i must achieve the

following criteria considering that f(a) = ££_, Dr¡

/(¿-l)l|ZDr <41>

Finally, our position-based heuristic is computed as

0

Aíw. =

VDr[l] + Dr[i]

4.3.1 Computing K,

In order to speed up the computation of the diagonal, we observe that it could be unnecessary to

compute the whole stiffness matrix for each Ke. In [Ped06] is described how to decompose the
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d (P7,p8,p9)

.--7(p4,p5fp6)

(0,0,0)
(pl,p2,p3)

Figure 4.5: The element nodes must be organized such that the computed volume is positive.

stiffness matrix into blocks of independent matrices. We use this information and derive a form to

compute directly the diagonal valúes. Since we use a lumped mass matrix, we can easily compute
the full Dr from the stiffness matrix.

Regarding the shape, it is possible to work only with the node positions ofthe tetrahedra, which

we cali the displacement matrix J; it can be defined considering one of its nodes on the origin (see

Fig. 4.5). Each component is numbered as follows:

J =

Px Pi Pt,

Pa Ps Pd
=

. Pl Pi P9

(x2-x,)r

(X3"X,f
(X4-X-)7"

(4.2)

where x, are the tetrahedra coordinates at the node í. Based on [Ped06], we have observed that the

stiffness diagonal components can be obtained as a single vector as follows

Ke = É

Txx + v* (Tyy + Tzz)

Tyy + v * (Txx + Tzz)

Tzz + v* (Txx + Tyy)

(4.3)

where É and v are constants based on the material parameters E as the Young's modulus and v the

Poisson ratio.

E = E
1-v

(l+v)(l-2v)

1-

V =

(1-v)

(4.4)

(4.5)

and the vectors T for each component (x,y and z) are defined using the notation of pabcd
-

papb

pcPd, and V is the tetrahedra volume.
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Prim
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(4.8)

Additionally, it is possible to obtain geometrical information about the stiffness matrix by ne

glecting the material parameters and rearranging as a matrix classified by nodes, so we can con

struct a matrix of size 4x3, where each row is a node, and the columns are the components x, y

andz.

S =

36V

2 2 2

Tx Ty Tz
2 2 2

P$96S P&I49 a°4857

^3829 í*1937 *°2718

■°2635 í*3416 ^1524

36V

[(e2 x <?3 + e-i X e_ + <?- x'<?2)2]
[(e2xe3)2f
[(e3xe_)2]T
[(e{xe2)2\

(4.9)

where e¡ is an edge computed from the displacement matrix, i indicates the row ofJ in the Equation
4.2. We could observe that the cross produets represent the áreas of the parallelogram which is the

same than twice the area of a face. In this equation, the square of a vector is performed in a

component-wise fashion.

Finally, considering the material parameters we can compute the main diagonal ofthe stiffness
matrix defined in a 3 x 4 matrix as follows

iL =É

r i V V

V 1 V

V V 1

sr (4.10)

the diagonal matrix in form of a vector it's easy to compute through the concatenation of the rows
in a single vector.
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Figure 4.6: The normáis indicate the direction to move the nodes, thereby, the triangle area in

creases and become a regular one.

The lumped mass vector can be computed for each component i by M,,

'
=

-y_,
where p is the

mass density and V the element volume.

From the previous equations, we observe that the time step is strongly influenced by the máxi

mum component ofa face normal, this is somehow what characteristic length states by considering
the maximal face of an element. This fact could give us a clue about where to displace a node to

increase ¡ts stability, since the nodes depend on their opposite face normáis, i.e., when the opposite
face normal is large means that the area is also large, and the direction of the normal vector (cross

ing the tetrahedra) indicates where and how much to move the node. For a regular element, all

the nodes would displace in the same length, and thus the shape remains while the size increases.

Non-regular elements can become regular following the same procedure. However, in general, we

are not able to displace the four nodes at the same time and thereby the quality should be obtained

for a particular node, knowing all the opposite faces that cover, it.

So far, we have computed the diagonal valúes for an isolated element. However, to improve
the measure we must consider the contribution of the immediate neighbors, similar as described

for Rl R approach (see Section 4.2. 1 ). For this reason, we sum to diagonal valúes De of a reference

element the contribution that corresponds to the shared nodes of other neighbor elements. This

process can be optimized by computing the diagonal valúes per node, in this manner we avoid

computing the full diagonal of each neighbor. The valúes of *the main diagonal that belong to a

particular node can be computed by replacing the matrix S to a specific row i denoted as S¿, i.e.,

the three components that belong to the node i. Finally, we compute the desired heuristic. Note

that the final vector Dr will remain of 12 components. This process of summing the contribution

of the neighbors can be performed independently for the stiffness and mass matrices.

4.3.2 Geometrical analysis

In order to improve the element quality we have established our objective function considering the

following criteria

a) To average the volume of each element to the mean volume with regard to the whole mesh.

b) To minimize the maximal component of Dr for all elements.

c) To look for faces áreas of equal size.
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Figure 4.7: The boundary nodes compute the sum of the normáis of their opposite edges, this

contribution is showed as a line. The sum of all these vectors is 0.

Analyzing a single element we found that the normáis can be a good indicator of how to im

prove the elements. To show this we exemplify in 2D using different triangle configurations (see

Fig.4.6).

If we simply move the nodes following the direction of the opposite normal we increase the

face area and at the same time we improve the shape of the element. Nevertheless, we have not

considered any kind of boundary constraint. In 3D the improvement is similar since the volume

increases together with the element quality. This idea has been applied in our smoothing algorithm
described in Section 5.1.

Considering this observations for a 2D mesh with boundary constraints (for instance a triangu
lar mesh), we observe that the sum of the normal vectors of those edges opposite to the reference

node is 0 for all internal nodes. For boundary nodes, the sum is 0 considering the contribution of

the normáis opposite to each boundary node (sum of all boundary contributions) 4.7 Note that

the máximum valué of the sum of the square of the components max(S) seems to be related to the

node with the maximal area around it (considering the neighborhood) (see Fig. 4.8).

So far, we have observed the geometrical meaning of the stiffness diagonal based on the nor

máis of the opposite faces regarding the reference nodes. However it is not complete since we are

not considering the volume of the element and its neighborhood. Besides, we have not clarify the

meaning of the square of the normáis and how this can help u$ to decide where to move the node

to improve the element.

In order to obtain a scale invariant of the square matrix we use a mass density of p = 1, thus

the new ordered diagonal matrix is computed as follows.

sa = ±s (4.11)
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Figure 4.8: The sum of the square of the normáis of the opposite edges, is related with the area

associated with a given node. The maximal contribution is related to the node with more area

(summing all adjacent triangles).

Finally, we could try to normalize the valúes to obtain a unity for ideal elements by dividing the

previous equation by 8, or we could directly obtain this ratio from the square of element-normals'

components.

Sb =
1

12V2
(4.12)

So far, we have seen than the simple fact of increasing the element following the direction of

the normal of the opposite face we can quickly improve the shape of the element. Now, we require
to consider the contribution of the neighbors.

Reduced-One-Ring Diagonal (R\R)

To compute the R1R like in [FSHH12], we consider the contribution of the neighborhood by sum

ming the stiffness matrices of the surrounding elements to the reference element and we compute
the eigenvalues, using the maximal eigenvalue we can obtain an approximation of the element time

step.

Ifwe analyze a decomposition of the R1R stiffness matrix in terms of the diagonal we observe

that

rir^Vm-'k, (4.13)

where i indicates the current DOF and n is the number ofDOFs associated to the reference element

e; in this case n = 12 for a tetrahedron. Note that M and K are vectors containing only the diagonal
valúes. Here the diagonal components are assembled respect the common nodes. For the mass

matrix we have that
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Figure 4.9: A simple scenario where two tetrahedral elements share a single face (abe).
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(4.14)

In order to ease our explanation we define a simple scenario with two tetrahedral elements, and

the reference element has only one neighbor sharing three nodes (e.i. a single face) and thus the

full mesh consists of 5 nodes and 5x3 degrees of freedom (see Fig. 4.9). We could compute the

RXR stiffness diagonal vector by

Kr, = r(K,) + r(K2) (4.15)

where T is a function that transforms the local coordinates into global system. However, we are

considering simply the reduced approach that considers only the contribution of all neighbors ad

jacent to the element e. Note that in this case is simply a vectorial transformation, for a tetrahedron

TCR12) —> 'Rr"' where v is the number of neighbor nodes. Therefore, in our scenario the final

Kre has 15 components. Considering the upper line as an operator that transforms a matrix into a

vector, thereby it is possible to observe the transformation as a matrix through the Equation 4.10

as follows

Kr,=7-<j8S,) + T08S2) (4.16)

/3 = E

1 V V

V 1 V

V y 1

(4.17)
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In order to ease the analysis we simply neglect the material term ¡3. We define the normal

vector N e ft3xl and N e 7?3x4 the tetrahedron normal matrix. Therefore, we can describe the sum

through local matrices S, of 3 x 4 for an element i and a global S e Rix5

TXS*) + 7"(S2) = ¿(^Afi + Y2Nl)
= 3óVN^ N-d N'M N'6cl + 36^[N^ N'ce N'fce N'fcc]

(4.18)

-tvc **. _-_ -tyc
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Observe that each square component is divided by the volume of its corresponding element;

even though we are not considering the material properties, we could understand
that exists some

relation between the area and the volume of the elements. This fact clues of why characteristic

length (Le) is similar to the time step, since it considers
the maximal area and the element's volume.

However, Le does not consider the neighborhood and the material properties.

Besides, using the previous equation it is possible to define a ratio between the area and the

volume, giving a valué of 1 for regular element áreas.

<2*A>2
(4.20)

q
54-+V2

This equation minimizes the quality q as the element become regular or a spire element. In

order to change the previous equation to a maximization prdblem we simply mvert the valúes.

Note that an element quality could be obtained using the average of £((2
* A,) ), thus the quality

could be reformulated.

_

4S54V2
(4 21)

q
Z((2*A,)2)

giving valúes of 1 for an ideal element, less than 1 when the time step decrease and more
than one

for those cases when the element is not regular but
the time step is higher than the regular one.

We have determined a quality function defined per
element. In order to consider ^neighbor

hood it can be based on the main observation that
the best quality is obtained through he volume

maximization and following the direction ofthe opposite face*^LtZSn^Zn^
the neighborhood is straightforward since it requires just to sum the contribuüon of all normáis

opposite to each reference node.

Comparing different approaches for a mesh
we can observe that our heuristics are

similar than

the R1R (S• fhe Fig. 4.1$ Therefore, we can approximate the
time step without computing

the

eigenvalues.
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Figure 4.10: We compare different metrics in order to find the best metric that approximates the

R1R approach. Elements are ordered respect the R1R metric starting with the worst time step.
R1R (reduced one ring) computing the eigenvalues, Ae using the maximal eigenvalue of a single
element (without considering the neighborhood). max(Dr) using the maximal valué of the R1R

diagonal. hs using the scalar-based heuristic. max(De) maximal valué of the element diagonal
(without neighborhood). hp position-based heuristic.

4.4 Quality analysis

The comparison has been performed in two steps. First, we compare how related are the estimators

respect the R 1 R. Later, we compare the exact stable time step against the other estimators. The

time step is dependent on the elastic material parameters. Henee, for our tests, we defined for all

meshes a Young's modulus of 30 kPa, a density of 1000 kg/m3, and a Poisson ratio of 0.3. For the

testing we use seven meshes, which are shown in Fig. 4.1 1 .

In order to compare how related are our measures with the R 1 R approach, we use the correla

tion coefficient, which provide a factor of proportionality, i.e., it measures the systematic change
of two variables by evaluating whether one increases also the other and vice versa.

Through the correlation coefficient, we can observe that our proposed heuristics are highly
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Figure 4.11: Meshes used for our tests: rand(cube), raptor, liver, armadillo, house, polyp,
dragón. Each mesh shows the number of nodes (N) and tetrahedras(T). Meshes supplied by
[KS07. ACF+07].
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Figure 4.12: Correlation coefficient of three different estimators with respect to the R1R.

cióse to 1, particularly the position based heuristic Hp (see Fig.4.12). However, we found that the

estimation can be improved using the average of both heuristics since Hs usually is above to R1R

and Hp is below.

In order to prove that the proposed heuristics are actually good estimators of the time step,

we have measured the error with respect to the R1R method. In addition, we have compared the

different time step estimators with respect to the exact limit time step (see Table 4.4) observing
that the difference with our approach is minimal compared to error ofthe Le measure. We observe

the worst 20 critical elements and compare all measures (see Fig. 4.13).

The standard measures are very useful to measure the element shape; however, these measures

are not strongly correlated to the time step. Therefore, the use of these measures is not helpful to

increase the limit time step of the simulation. These measures used for mesh enhancement could

produce well-shaped elements but probably harming the simulation stability at the same time.

Le has a better correlation and sometimes it is considered. to be a good estimator; it is faster

to compute than the proposed measures. For this reason, it has been used as quality measure for

a new mesh improvement approach [GAHR12]. However, its standard deviation is too big and its

correlation is not as good as expected for mesh improvement.
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Figure 4.13: The worst 20 critical elements from the liver mesh. All measures are compared
against the R1R approach. Standard measures (above) are in percentage and time step estimators

(below) are in seconds.

Limit Time Step(ms)
&'exact &r\r &Hp AfHs A'z.,

liver 0.4510 0.4514 0.4189 0.4838 0.1630

rand 0.0674 0.0674 0.0596 0.0681 0.0257

dragón 0.0454 0.0454 0.0427 0.0497 0.0227

raptor 0.0253 0.0253 0.0232 0.0268 0.0133

armadillo 0.0642 0.0642 0.0879 0.1025 0.0061

house 0.5020 0.5047 0.4953 0.6276 0.0662

polyp 0.6071 0.6077 0.6976 0.8529 0.0683

Table 4.3: Limit stable time step of different measures. These approximations are compared against
the exact valué.
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Our proposed estimators are better than characteristic length, and at the same time we avoid

computing the eigenvalues such as the R1R approach. A key feature of presented measures is the

contribution of element neighbors. otherwise these approaches will behave like the L, measure.

This fact opens the question of how to improve the correlation of L, by considering the element

neighbors.

Spire elements are not harmful for the time step. and although standard measures indícate poor

quality for tbe third bar mesh. the time step was larger than the other two bar meshes. In addition,

we can observe that the subdivisión of a mesh harms the time step even when the shape quality
remains similar than the first bar. This fact means that the time step may increase as the number

of elements reduces because tbe volume of tbe elements increases as weü. However, tbe time step

obtained for spire elements is almost the same than a well-shaped element with simüar volume.

On the other hand. regular elements are preferred because spire elements may reduce tbe accuracy
of tbe simulation. particularly for coarse meshes; otherwise the simulation accuracy would not be

affected <[Kli08]).

In general, tbe worst critical elements are associated to die boundary with two or three nodes

at the surface. aud the volume is considerably small. Note that some critica] elements can be weD-

shaped elements due to hs small size and volume. Tberefore,a mesh improvement method must

consider keeping the average volume in all the elements, whicñ would mean to improve the whole

mesh probably through a smoothing approach. Boundary improvement seems to be a key problem
for mesh improvement and more in this particular context due to the displacement restrictions.

This would be an interesting research to go through ín a roture.

Despite the cióse approximation of our heuristics whh regard to the R1R measure, we can

not ensure a bounding of error. The Hp heuristic is the best approximation. but some times it

ovaestimates the valué, which is an undesired behavior that appeared in the armadillo mesh whüe

measuring the stable time step. Nonetheless, our heuristics are useful to determine the critical

elements and can also be used to track the improvement.
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Chapter 5

Stabílity-basedMesh Improvement

Explicit dynamics could provide fast update rales in physically-based interactive applications, un

fortunately the stability ofthe simulation depends strongly on die shape ofthe elements (Le. tetra

hedrons) and the mechanical parameters of the deformable body. Even though severa! approaches
work with the issue of improving the quality of tetrahedral meshes, these are extremely slow and

thus incapable to be used in real-time simulations (e.g. surgery simulation). We propose a novel

improvement approach as preprocessing step based on the time step optimization. Further. we

present an extensive analysis of different fast mesh improvement techniques, showing how these

impact the stabiUty by measuring the stable time step after the mesh enhancement, which is used

to correct the badly-shaped elements caused by the topological changes (e.g. cuts and dissectíon).

Despíte the high reduction of critical elements, we show that even using all these techniques we

cannot ensure the stability. Therefore, in order to maintain the initial time step we require an

altemative method that handles unstable elements.

5.1 Off-line mesh improvement

Our main objective is to improve the performance of a simulation by enlarging the stable limit

time step through mesh improvement based on quality measures focused directly on the time step

optimization.

To improve the quality of a tetrahedra based simulation mesh for FEM, we propose a new

smoothing algorithm which divides the mesh into independent regions per vértex neighborhood
and defines the best displacement position for each one of the elements around the reference node.

Each vértex is displaced to the new position defined by a weighted quality. The weights are com

puted per vértex neighborhood (locally) obtaining a new position which maximizes aí the same

time the volume and the limit time step (we can use larger time steps in case of explicit time

integration solvers).

Our framework derives from the idea of a single spring forcé between a free node and a fixed

endpoint, where the latter is the position that maximizes a desired quality, i.e. the free node is

pulled by the endpoint. This idea is applied to each vértex fixing their neighborhood and computing

55
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Figure 5.1: The mesh is subdivided into several independent local regions. Each internal node can

be observed as a center node of one región. The figure contains two different internal regions (left).
Maximal points (circles) are obtained by computing the barycenter of each face and finding the

intersection of the normal with another boundary face inside the local región (middle). Maximal

points are fixed and their spring stiffness is computed according to the quality of its corresponding
element (right). After the local displacement, maximal points are recomputed.

the best endpoint for each element inside its local región, i.e. each element will have their own

target position desired to displace the free node. The final position of the free node is determined

by the equilibrium with respect to the quality of each involved element (see Section 5.1.1 for more

details). In order to improve the surface, we modify the algorithm to slightly displace the boundary
nodes (Section 5.1.5).

In order to increase the improvement of the mesh, we combine the smoothing algorithm with

fast topological transformations and we itérate through these two optimization strategies.

5.1.1 Smoothing algorithm

Instead of using the full mesh as a mass spring system [SHGS06], we use several independent

spring systems where we set a single node as the center of mány springs around it. Every spring

endpoint is fixed, thus the central node must be displaced inside this región in order to maximize

the specific quality by finding the equilibrium between all springs forces. In order to find a good
solution to this problem, it is desirable that the endpoints correspond to the positions that maximize

the quality for each element (i.e. tetrahedron) associated to each central node. For this reason, the

endpoints are called maximal points (MPs). Note that maximal points (fixed endpoints) do not

belong to the nodes of the mesh and these are independent bf the endpoints of another center

node. Every mesh vértex can be considered as a central node and it is associated to a local región,
constructed by the tetrahedra around it (its local neighbors). Henee, the number of local regions is
the same as the number ofmesh nodes. The central node can move locally inside this región. Note
that a local región contains a single center vértex and several fixed vertexes around it but, at the

same time, each fixed vértex is a center node with its own local región (see Fig. 5.1).

It is important to remark that maximal points are only local and thus independent from other

regions. This fact implies that each región can be concurrently optimized. Meaning that each node

displaces without changing the current mesh positions until all regions have performed their own

local iterations. Afterwards, all positions and properties ofthe mesh are updated at the same point.
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Once all regions and maximal points are defined (see Section 5.1.2 for details), we can opti
mize locally the position of the central node. In the case of internal nodes the number of MPs

corresponds to the number of elements in the región.

We assume that the initial mesh is not inverted and therefore all nodes are inside of a valid

position in their región. This fact is important in the case of non-convex regions (see Section

5.1.7).

The internal forcé of an elastic spring is computed considering the initial spring length L, the

spring stiffness constant k and the current spring length / = ||x;
-

x,||, where x, and xy are the

endpoints of the spring. In the case of múltiple connected springs at a central point x, and the set
P of endpoints (x, g P), the internal forcé is obtained by

Since we desire to obtain the maximal quality per element, this means that the distance between
the central point and the maximal point must be zero (L = 0) and considering the set MP¡ of

maximal points in the local región i, Equation (5.1) becomes

F,* = -

£ kjlfi^- = -

2 *,(x,-x,). (5.2)

xjeAtPi
J

x-eAtP,

The stiffness valué is weighted by quality considering a larger stiffness as the quality deteri-

orates, meaning that the direction of displacement is biased to the worst element. Valúes are in

the range of 0 to 1
, being 1 the highest quality. Henee, the weighted stiffness for a given maximal

point Xj e MP¡ is computed by

max(q(MPi))
^

5.1.2 Maximal points

As can be observed in Fig. 4. 1 ,
the time step increases together with volume. We have observed

that the volume maximization can be guided by displacing the reference node to the direction of
the normal of the opposite face. Henee, each normal indicates the direction where the opposite
node should move along. To this end, the normal vector n must be positioned on the center of a

reference face x.

In order to find the points that maximizes the time step inside the local región, it is necessary to

identify the intersection of each face normal with respect to the set of opposite faces to the central
node denoted as 0¡.

Depending on the quality, it can be common to find the equilibrium position for convex regions
at the center of the región. However, this is not always true fqr the time step measure, because it

depends on the shape and size ofthe element. On the other hand, there is no warranty of convexity,
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Figure 5.2: Despite some maximal points fail outside the feasible región (shadow), these usually

improve the quality. Otherwise, when the quality ofthe reference element deteriorates the maximal

point is replaced by the central node (gray circles).

and it could be slow to test this property for each región. Therefore, in order to reduce the error that

a maximal point fail outside the space of solutions i.e. where the elements are inverted, we search

the intersection point that minimizes the distance with respect to x. In this manner, we reduce the

computation required by computing the feasible región or the visibility of the center point with

respect to all opposite faces, which would be required for each maximal point.

A maximal point m¡ e MP_ is obtained using the intersection of a line p7
=

x; + an, with the

opposite faces through their normáis. The intersection function <S>() is defined as x = <J)(p, n), we

must find the point with the smallest distance to x*

m,
=

mmVnt€0, ||*/
-

«JKP;- n*)|| ; j 4- k (5.4)

Note that if maximal points are inside the feasible región, we can ensure that locally we are not

inverting the elements since the center node is displacing towards the maximal points. Additionally,
we must remark that a maximal point will never be reached because it would mean that at least one

element is flat which is not possible.

If the quality at a maximal point is not better than the quality at the current central point, we

use the latter as a maximal point thereby avoiding the displacement of the center node to a worst

position (see Fig. 5.2).

5.1.3 Quality function

The quality function is dependent on the direction of volume maximization. However, we must

consider a quality function which approximates the time step for a given element without con

suming too much time. We have found (through different testings) that a good quality measure is

the characteristic length of the element. The characteristic length is defined for a tetrahedron as
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Le = 3Vel max Ae where Ve is the element volume and maxA, the maximal area of the tetrahedron

faces. This property is easy to compute and it is related to both volume and time step. Since the

quality function is guided with the volume maximization idea, the quality is 0 when the volume is

negated, i.e. the element is flat or inverted.

For complex quality functions it is difficult to find the position that achieves both the quality
maximization and at the same time falling inside the feasible región, i.e. it could be necessary to

resolve a standard line search problem considering the segment between the face center and the

maximal point (computed as described in Section 5.1.2), searching the position that maximizes the

desired quality.

Another option to approximate a maximal point can be obtained by using the average edge

length of the opposite face of the reference tetrahedron, trying to obtain a regular element by

averaging the lengths of all edges. However this quality function is not suitable for time step

improvement.

5.1.4 Algorithm for internal nodes

Considering only internal nodes (x, € J) i.e. nodes that do not belong to the boundary, we have

the following algorithm where nG is the number of global iterations and nL the number of local

iterations.

1. M <— Mesh

2. S «— createS tructures(M)

3. Xi,s, <— Xo // mesh vertexes

4. •?**•« «- getMinQ(M)

5. For each g < nG

6. For each x, e S.J

7. MP¡ <- getMaxPoints(x¡,S.Oi)

8. For each l < nL

9. k¡ «- computeW eights(x¡,MP¡)

10. xgj < F,; Eq. 5.2

11. /'/ worseLocalQuality(xgi) then xg¡
<— x,

12. qg
«- getMinQ(M)

13. X, «— Xg

14. ifilg ^ Qbest)
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Figure 5.3: The center node (red) is on the mesh surface. Maximal points are obtained considering
the normáis ofthe opposite faces with respect to the reference node (yellow faces). The intersection

of the normal attached to the center of the opposite face with another boundary face of the same

región (green border) are considered maximal points (white circles). Displacement is restricted by
the angle of boundary faces.

15. qbest
-

lg

lo. Xbes, = Xg

For internal nodes there are as manyMPs as the number of faces that belong to O, because the

central node is completely enclosed by the opposite faces, in this case the center node can move

freely to the MPs.

We compute the displacement in the opposite direction ofthe internal forcé without using other
kind of optimization methods (e.g. hill climbing), which would require many more iterations to

find a similar solution. Since k < 1, the displacement cannot be beyond the maximal points, in
this way the size of the displacement step is defined by quality. Only when kj = 1 which means

a quality of 0 (i.e. the central point makes the element flat or inverted), the displacement takes its
máximum length |x; -

x,| where X, e MP¡.

We keep the new mesh positions even if the quality of the worst element remains because the
worst element usually could not be improved at the current iteration but many other elements im

prove. This fact allows that after some iterations the worst elements increase their quality because
their local región changes.
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5.1.5 Boundary element optimization

For a node at the surface of the model, it is important to manage its displacement, since it could

modify the external shape of the mesh. We require a constraint of the movement of those nodes

at the boundary through the boundary faces Ó¡ of current región i. Thus, the number of maximal

points is reduced to those which fail inside Ó¡ (see Fig. 5.3). Besides, the displacement is limited
since the faces of the element are probably not coplanar. We decided to project the final displace
ment to the boundary face that corresponds to the displacement direction. Thereby, we avoid to

modify the shape of the mesh when the displacement fails out or inside the mesh. However, the
mesh nodes are slightíy displaced at the boundary. Despite these considerations, the algorithm to

handle boundary nodes is very similar to that described in Section 5.1.4.

5.1.6 Global and local iterations

The algorithm performs first the local iterations to find the equilibrium inside a local región.
Even though the equilibrium where all /, = 0 will never be reached, this is actually achieved

when the quality is the same for all elements in that región because as the quality increases

k¡j -> 0 V x_|; e MP¡, i.e. the quality of all elements around' the center node x, tends to be the

same. It is easy to observe that each subsequent iteration will have smaller displacements until

they become insignificant since after each iteration the quality of the mesh improves. Therefore,
we found two main options for constraining local displacements: specifying a number of local

iterations and stopping the iteration when the displacement is smaller than a given threshold. The
latter can be defined with respect to the length of the first displacement, let say y% of s¡, where

s¡ = \\Ff\\. These options are effective but not efficient. We found that the best solution is to use

both together, i.e. the displacement stops when at least one of these options is achieved.

Once the local displacement has been performed, the vértex position changes and thus every

global iteration requires to recompute the new maximal points for each región. This task is not

time consuming since it just requires the computation of a few intersections per región. However,
a better optimization of our algorithm is considered as future work.

5.1.7 Handling inversions

It is not common but possible that after a global iteration the new vértex positions causes the

inversión of an element. In order to untangle the elements in further iterations, we track the side
where the central node was with respect to the opposite faces. This operation can be computed

just once while computing the structures. Therefore, in order to compute maximal points, we must
search the direction of the side we have stored. This operation can be used to also untangle initial

meshes, however, this fact is out of the scope of this work and henee we expect to have a consistent

initial mesh without inversions.

Additionally, when we compute the maximal points inside a non-convex región, it is possible to
obtain points out of the feasible región. However, the optimization is restricted to always improve
the quality ofthe mesh, thereby any displacement that decreases the quality is not performed. This
case is solved after some global iterations by restoring the non-convex regions.
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Figure 5.4: Time step in milliseconds (using the R1R approximation) for the liver mesh obtained

using topological transformations (TT) and the smoothing algorithm(S), each one i» computed 10

times. The horizontal line ís the initial time step. The arrow indicates the maximal obtained time

step.

5.1.8 Smoothing and topological transformations

Despite the good optimization obtained with our smoothing algorithm, the end results are always
limited by the connectivity of the original mesh. For this reason, the optimal solution of the

smoothing algorithm could not be enough to reach the desired time step for a real-time simu

lation. For this reason, we combine our smoothing algorithm with topological transformations,

by alternating between these two strategies in each step. We have found that muhi-face removal

[KS071 is quite effective to remove elements and thus to increase the element volume. Since el

ements with bigger volumes usually have higher limit time steps, die performance ís improved at

the same time. However, we also use other basic transformations such as edge removal, basic flips
and very small element removal.

We apply topological transformations for the worst half of the elements in the mesh. Further

more, we sort the elements in ascending order, i.e. worst is first. In this way, we always attempt
to improve first critical elements, i.e. those that require a smaller time step for their integration,
but also elements with average quality. Unfortunately, these transformations are in general time

consuming. A more sophisticated selection of elements requiring optimization is considered as

future work.
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Elements(nodes/tetras) Limit Time Step*ms) Timíngsfmin)
Mesh Initial MP Stellar Initial MP Stellar MP Stellar

liver 181/596 181/567 861/812 0.4514 0.7131 0.1332 Ul 1.69

polyp 1517/6175 1482/5779 995/3827 0.6071 0.7458 0.3522 22.66 3.75

armadillo 1446/4406 1446/4052 1841/3844 0.0642 0.1387 0.1206 8.95 7.21

raptor 2996/8418 2996/8009 8349/9295 0.0253 0.0253 0.0107 17.11 22.66

dragón 1618/4026 1446/4052 6452/5290 0.0454 0.1087 0.0124 11.07 14.17

duck 232/804 232/738 235/545 0.5879 0.8915 1.2408 1.82 0.13

Table 5. 1 : Description of the six testing meshes before their improvement (Initial), using our

approach (MP), and comparing against Stellar software [WRK10] which is an improved versión

of [KS07]. Highlighted valúes are the best. ln order to use Stellar software we tested several times

the parameters and we had selected those that avoid a strong increase of the number of elements

by using size control factors and the minimum sin dihedral angle as quality measure [Kli08| with

a minimum target quality of 0.3. The same parameters were used for all meshes. We tried using
a higher target quality valué or another quality factor; unfortunately, these options yield a strong
amount of elements, thus slowing down the simulation.

5.1.9 Testing theMP algorithm

In order to test the proposed approach, we have chosen six different meshes. Since these meshes

are expected to be used in real-time simulation, they should not contain a high number ofelements,
i.e. less than \QK elements. Our objective is to analyze how much the final integration time step
increases according to the global and local iterations (nG and nL respectively) and tbe minimal

displacement distance y, which are the only three parameters of our algorithm.

For these tests, we are using a PC with an Intel Core i7 1 .6GHz processor running Microsoft

Windows 7. We parallel ize our smoothing algorithm using OpenMP, the displacement per each

región is computed concurrendy distributing charges between 8 cores. Besides, we could also

parallelize the computation of the maximal points and the quality evaluation. Nevertheless, the

performance could be increased implementing the approach in a GPU, which is considered as

future work.

In order to keep the optimization with the best time step we store tbe reduced one ring ap

proximation (R1R) [FSHH12] which is computed after each strategy: smoothing and topological
transformations. The R1R approach only considers the neighbors of an examined element i.e. el

ements sharing at least one node. A 12 x 12 sub matrix is extracted from tbe mass and stiffness

matrices of the local neighborhood. Using mese matrices in Eqn. 3.10 yields a good approxima
tion of the critical time step for the reference element. This approach allows to determine which

elements are unstable for a desired simulation time step ("more details in [FSHH12]). Additionally,
the time step computation is dependent of the elastic material parameters. Henee, for our tests we

have defined for all meshes a Young's modulus of 30 kPa, density of 1 000 kg/m3, and Poisson ratio
of0.3.

Note that the quality that we are using for the mesh optimization is characteristic length because

ít is faster to compute than R1R. However, since R1R is better to approximate the time step, it is
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Figure 5.5: Time step comparison with/without optimization. In general the critical time step

strongly improves. However, the optimization for the raptor mesh is limited since most of badly-

shaped elements belong to the boundary. Time step is shown in milliseconds.

used as a global quality only to keep the configuration mesh with the best time step, and henee the

position and topology are stored.

The approach has been implemented within the SOFÁ framework [ACF+07]. We have imple
mented a new component which can be used by simply including this component on the scene

graph.

For the tests we define nG = 20, nL - 20 and y = 5%; we repeat both optimization strategies 10

times starting with topological transformations, the contribution of each strategy can be observed

in Fig. 5.4. We compare the initial and final time step using exact computation trough Eq. 3.10

(see Tab. 5.1 and Fig. 5.5).
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5.1.10 Analyzing the MP method

Our smoothing approach seems to work best particularly when it is combined with topological
transformations. The time step is significantly increased and thus the performance ofthe simulation

will also be better.

Additionally, the volume increase and the number of elements is maintained or minimized as

desired. The smoothing algorithm allows to optimize slightly those elements at the boundary, but

it helps improving the time step ofthe global mesh (see Fig. 5.6). Other quality functions improve

together with the volume (e.g. volume length), of course this is not always true since the measures

are different.

From the results we can observe that the time step has been improved on average by 30% of

the initial critical time step, thus the performance is almost twice than the initial since the number

of elements has been reduced.

Figure 5.6: The models of the liver (top) and armadillo (bottom), the initial (left) and improved

(right) meshes are shown, red and yellow elements are badly shape elements.

Unfortunately, despite the parallelization this approach remains slow because of the computa

tion of local iterations for all regions. An approach which indicates in a single step the position
to displace (without local iterations) would be quite faster. However, our displacement approach
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Figure 5.7: Contour improvement. A 3D surface is mapped into a 2D plañe and improved. Finally
the new surface mesh is maped to 3D.

is faster than using hill climbing algorithms or using any (explicit/implicit) solver for each local

región. Note that the process of improving the mesh is considered as a pre-processing phase for an

interactive simulation and thus it is not time dependent as it is performed just once.

Even though our approach improves the boundary, the results remain very limited. Moreover,

it is common to find many badly shape elements at the mesh boundary. However, our optimiza
tion approach could be improved with more sophisticated surface enhancements, which will be

considered as future work.

5.2 Mesh improvement & topological changes

Our main contribution of this section is to show the impact of some fast meshing techniques, eval

uating directly the time step required for a stable simulation in the context of cutting deformable

objects in real time. We show that despite of using all these improvement techniques, the stability
cannot be ensured and the processing time is not fast enough for real-time applications. Therefore,
it is necessary to use an altemative approach for all badly shape elements. Moreover, we present
an extended analysis of the remaining badly-shaped elements, making important remarks to take

into account for new meshing improvement techniques.

We have selected some fast mesh improvement operations and we adapted some of these to

obtain better performance. After each cut we attempt to improve:

• the nodes at the boundary which are located at the border of the cutting plañe (only the

contour),

• the nodes at the surface of the cutting plañe (nodes created or snapped to the plañe),

• the new created elements and their neighbors.
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The Contour improvement attempts to give more distance among the nodes mat are very near

(under a threshold) by moving the node to the average position with respect to its longest adjacent

edge. This simple process helps to increase tbe volume of the elements by the expense of a slight
modification on the mesh shape. We perform this operation only if no inverted elements are created

(see Fig. 5.7).

The boundary and internal nodes are handled by a mass-spring smoothing method together
with the particle forces (Lennard-Jones potential) to relax the nodes as it is described in [SHS01].

However, we include constraints (distance, area, and volume) to reduce the possibilities of in

versions. Furthermore, all the parameters were tested several times using a simple hill climbing

algorithm obtaining those that provide better results. These parameters are depend on the average

length of the mesh. Unfortunately, we cannot use tíiis kind of testing during the cutting (it could be

expensive), thus we have to specify the parameters at the beginning of the simulation. We saw that

good solutions are obtained in the first 100 iterations, since the processing time is not too high, we

apply all these iterations but recording the node positions that produce the best relaxation. More

iterations could produce inversions caused by the differences in element sizes i.e. if a node belong
to a very small element with neighbors that are very large, the relaxation will guide the node to the

neighbors and thereby having enormous risk of a possible inversión.

Finally, we apply topological transformations which we divide into three methods, mulü-face
removal, edge removal and basic flips(2-3, 2-2, 4-4 and 3-2), these techniques are only applied
for the worst elements of the mesh (starting with the worst element). In order to perform this

task with a better performance, we compute these transformations no more than three iterations

and it is limited to 200 elements per iteration. If some transformation is applied at the boundary,
then we require to update the surface data structures. We use the characteristic length as quality
factor which is faster and gave us better results than volume length, radius ratio and minimum sine

[K1Í08].

Once that a topological transformation is applied, we créate the new possible configuration
without removing the previous one. We remove a configuration only after evaluating the quality of

the new elements and in consequence, maintaining the configuration mesh with higher quality. In

this way, it is not required to store temporal meshes. If the new configuration is not better we just
remove the last created elements avoiding problems with structures or mappings. Additionally, we

can compute a quality measure R1R (described in Section 4.2.1) for those new elements created

after cutting, using this strategy by simply ignoring the contribution of the elements that belong to

the previous configuration.

Note that for every strategy if the quality is worse than the previous step we do not apply tíie

new changes. Although many more improvement strategies can be found in the literature, we have

not selected them due to their long processing time, e.g. vértex insertion or tbe fact of applying

sophisticated heuristics or schedulers [FOg97, KS07].

We tested our implementation using several meshes, for purposes of this work we have chosen

some meshes (see figure 5.8 and Tab. 5.2), for each mesh we have considered the 32 combinations

of techniques. Moreover, we considered 3 different orders using all improvement methods. We

executed 4 consecutive cuts per mesh recording in each cut the critical elements in the mesh (based
on 1 -ring reduced), number of elements in the mesh and the time to process the cut (see Fig. 5.9).
We have included some artificial meshes, i.e., we have chosen meshes with a certain level of
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Figure 5.8: These models were used for some ofthe testings, all meshes were previously optimized

using the approach [KS07]. However, we define some sizes constraints to maintain the small

number of elements in the mesh. We compare different quality measures and we select the option
with the better time step (commonly the volume length). The house model is provided by [KS07].

Mesh elements Atcr¡,(ms) Threshold(ms) cutí cut2 cut3 cut4

liverO 596 0.451449 0.383732 4/2 6/4 39/16 44/16

1 iveri 693 0.997718 0.84806 155/97 357/181 663/383 833/432

liver2 3052 0.463321 0.393823 43/13 193/77 500/116 674/121

house 1389 0.504652 0.428954 66/16 376/187 630/353 791/427

dragón 4026 4.54E-02 3.86E-02 0/0 2/0 2/0 2/0

cube 2345 0.30527 0.259479 160/42 456/120 716/183 1004/204

polyp 290 0.197931 0.168241 36/17 102/43 147/57 180/71

Table 5.2: Testing parameters for mesh improvement. Atcri, is obtained using the R1R approach.
The threshold is defined as 15% smaller than Atcr¡,. On the rigth are described the number of critical

elements per cut. Comparing the valúes for both options: without/with improvement considering
all techniques. Mesh improvement reduces considerably the critical elements. In general, all

meshes become unstable, except the dragón mesh due to the poor quality in the initial mesh.

quality and we changed them to contain few badly shaped elements to ease the analysis. Results

are described in the Fig 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Liver meshes without optimization. After each cut, some critical elements appear

around the cut.

Remaining critical elements

After the four cuts we apply several quality measurements for those elements considered as critical;
such measurements are: minimum sine dihedral angles, volume length ratio, radius ratio, charac

teristic length and the R1R approximation (described in Chapter 4). All quality measurements are

defined in a range of valúes between 0 to 1 where the best quality is 1 . Furthermore, supplementary
information is obtained such as average edge length, max and min edge length, volume, number of

faces and nodes at the boundary.

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 indicate that the measures found in the literature are not suitable to

measure the impact on the time step. It seems that characteristic length can be an initial and fast

approximation that allows to compare if an element improves or deteriorates regarding the time

step. As future work, we will try to employ one ofthe proposed measures defined on Section 4.3.

We observe the features of these elements and determine the main reasons of why they cannot

be deleted by the mesh improvement.

In general, the remaining critical elements are associated to the boundary with two or three

nodes at the surface and the volume is considerably small. Note that even with a good quality, an

element with small size could be considered as critical (see Fig. 5.13). Therefore, improvement
must consider to keep the average length ofthe elements. Unfortunately, this is a slow and complex
task, because it is necessary to consider the full mesh.
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Figure 5.10: After the fourth cut, all meshes (excepting the dragón mesh) reduce the Atcr¡, even

using all improvement strategies. However, by improving the mesh, we reduce considerably the

number of critical elements even when the time step does not roughly improves compared to the

non-improved mesh. Multi-face removal seems to be the most important operation to improve
the mesh. The dragón model removes all critical elements however its initial time step is very

small compared to the other meshes. Observe that after sorne cuts the meshes contain several

elements (caused by the subdivisión), therefore as the number of cuts increments the performance
is dependent on two main factors: the number of mesh elements and critical elements.

5.2.1 Comparing with the hybrid approach

Fierz et al., [FSHH12J proposed a new hybrid approach that relies on using shape matching
[MHTG05] for all elements whose time step is below a specific threshold (so-called critical el

ements); while all remaining non-critical elements are treated with a standard co-rotational finite

element method (FEM). The hybrid approach allows using larger time steps with only a small re

duction of accuracy for meshes undergoing cutting. In contrast to this, the more common approach
to treating ill-shaped elements in real-time cutting is the optimization ofthe simulation mesh (see
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Figure 5.11: Initial polyp mesh. Elements are ordered with respect to the time step (worst
- best)

based on the R1R approach. Characteristic length is more related to the time step than the other

standard measures. The other quality factors indicate that critical elements could be well-shaped
but small. For this reason, volume qualities can give better approximation to the time step than

shape measurements.

e.g. [MKOO, NvdSOO, SHGS06]).

In this brief study we focus on a performance analysis of the new hybrid approach in the context

of mesh optimization. We compare the effect in the scope of interactive simulations when using

either a standard deformation computation with mesh improvement techniques or the new hybrid

approach.

In the following we will first provide further details on the hybrid method, as well as on the

used mesh improvement techniques. Note that we employ for '.the deformation computation a co

rotational FEM approach that is solved with an explicit integrator.

The hybrid technique, identifies the critical elements for a given time step using the R1R ap

proach, and these are treated by a geometric deformation model. The resulting displacements are

blended with the restitution forces computed for all stable elements via the standard FEM. This

hybrid approach allows taking much larger time steps than when using only a standard explicit
FEM. Moreover, the total computational costs per second are significantly lowered. More details

on this approach can be found in [FSHH12].
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Figure 5.12: LiverO: Remaining critical elements after the fourth cut, without improvement (left)
and after improvement (right). Characteristic length almost matches the time step. Remaining
critical elements are completelly fixed at the boundary, thereby difficulting the mesh improvement.

For our comparisons four tetrahedral example meshes have been examined (see Fig. 5.14 and
Tab. 5.3). The co-rotational FEM was solved with a semi-implicit Euler. For all meshes a Young's
modulus of 30 kPa, density of 1000 kg/m3, and Poisson ratio of 0.3 was used. All tests were

performed on a PC running underWindows 7 with an Intel Core Í7-720 1 .6 GHz processor.

The initial critical time step has been determined for each mesh by exact computation via the

global stiffness and mass matrices. In order to investigate the effect of newly created ill-shaped
elements, four consecutive cuts were applied to each mesh, as indicated in Fig. 5.14.

After each cut, mesh subdivisión and node snapping was carried out for all affected elements.
This was required to obtain new submeshes again consisting of tetrahedral elements. In order to

examine the effect of mesh improvements we then considered two cases - in the first the mesh was

further processed using the mesh improvement pipeline (case I), while in the second no further

processing was carried out (case NI). In order to illustrate the creation of new elements and the

effect on the critical time step, Tab. 5.4 provides more details for cuts into one example mesh for

case I. As can be seen the number of elements increases considerably, while the critical time step
is reduced. Note that sometimes the time step does not change after a cut since the effect of a

Mesh Components Afcr*,(ms)

^übe 365/3264/1536 0.69764

bar 493/3504/1600 0.56572

liver, 181/1330/596 0.45096

liver2 1307/6701/3052 0.44801

Table 5.3: Meshes used for our analysis and their critical time steps. The mesh components are

nodes/triangles/tetrahedrons. Atcrí, is obtained through the exact computation.
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Figure 5.13: Ill-shaped elements after improvement. Nodes at the boundary are counted.

most of the elements contain three nodes at the boundary.

The

particularly badly shaped element that appeared in the previous cut can domínate the critical time

step. In the following, we will focus the discussion on differences after the fourth cut. Nevertheless,
similar effects are in general encountered for each prior incisión.

In our experiment, we compared the performance of a puré FEM simulation using improved
meshes with the hybrid approach using meshes with no optimization. The first item for the further

analysis is to determine the critical time step via Eqn. 3.10. 1 As can be seen in Tab. 5.5 mesh

processing does result in an improvement in the time step.

However, the more important point to consider is the computation times of both methods. In

order to allow a performance comparison, the same simulation time step should be selected for

both approaches. We set the time step to Atsim = Atcri, * 0.95. Note that Atsim has to be below Atcrit
to ensure stability ofthe FEM simulation; for the hybrid approach this would not be required, since

any possible unstable elements would be treated with the shape matching approach.

For the hybrid method, we further have to set the threshold time step which is used for iden-
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Figure 5.14: Meshes used for testing the hybrid approach, from left to right at the top: cube, bar,

liver
_

and liver2. For the tests each mesh is dissected using four cutting planes.

tifying critical elements in the hybrid method via the reduced 1-ring metric. For this usually the

critical time step of the non-improved meshes is extended by a safety margin. Nevertheless, since

we use a common simulation time step for both cases, we set the threshold to Atthr = Atsim * 1 . 1 .

Note that this actually penalizes the hybrid approach, since potentially more elements are flagged
as being critical than necessary. The simulation time step, as well as the number and percentage of

identified critical elements are also specified in Tab. 5.5.

The resulting computation time per step is presented in Fig. 5.15. As can be seen, using the

hybrid method does not result in a significant increase in computation time. While the FEM does

perform slightly better, there are two points that have to be considered for interpreting this result.

First, the simulation time step cannot be enlarged further for the FEM since it is already cióse to

the critical limit. In contrast, this is not true for the hybrid method for which larger time steps could

cut\ cuh cuh cut4

Elements 687 919 1258 1604

Atcri, 0.3669 0.3668 0.2476 0.2476

Table 5.4: Increase of elements in liverx after each cut (case I) and change of critical time step.
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Atcril NI Atcr¡, I Atsim critical elem./%

cube 0.1453 0.1815

bar 0.1190 0.1584

liver_ 0.0788 0.2476

liver2 0.2041 0.2115

0.1725 183/3.66
0.1505 55/1.91

0.2352 21/1.23

0.2009 898/10.93

Table 5.5: Afcri, after the fourth cut for the hybrid approach (case NI) and the FEM (case I).

A¡*Jim = Atcri, * 0.95 based on the improved meshes (case I). Number and percentage of elements

detected as critical in hybrid method.

still be selected. Doing this would result in a lower overall computation time for one simulated

second.

Secondly, the processing time of carrying out the mesh improvements has to be taken into

account. The computational requirement for the different steps after cutting are compüed in Tab.

5.6. The first row shows the processing time for mesh subdivisión and node snapping, which is

required in all cases. The second line reports the times for the additional mesh improvements. The

final line provides the timings for identification and processing of critical elements in the hybrid

approach. As can be seen, the processing time of the mesh improvement is an order ofmagnitude

larger than that required for the hybrid technique. Considering all points together, applying mesh

improvements for a puré FEM approach appears to be less optimal than using the hybrid method

on non-improved meshes; this is especially true in the context of real-time simulations, where a

mesh has to be cut as quickly as possible.

We examined the results further to investigate the low performance of the mesh improvement

strategy. Fig. 5.16 shows that the number of critical elements can be significantly reduced using
mesh improvements. However, the right plot reveáis that the effect on the critical time step is less

strong. In fact, there is often only a minor difference as compared to not applying any improve-
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Figure 5.15: Computation time per step (ms) after the fourth cut.
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provements (compared to non-optimized mesh). Right: Reduction of critical time step for both

cases.

ments. Thus, the application of costly mesh optimization schemes might not be worthwhile.

Usually, the critical time step is affected by a small number of particularly badly-shaped ele

ments. These are often located cióse to the cut surfaces and cannot easily be modified by mesh

improvements. Our results seem to indicate that even if a considerable effort is invested to improve
a mesh overall, the few ill-shaped elements that have the strongest influence on the critical time

step might not be sufficiently changed. Specifically identifying such elements and treating them

with an altemative deformation technique could therefore be a better approach.

cube bar liver, liver.

Cutting 0.170 0.050

MI 1.046 0.499

Hybrid 0.089 0.049

0.102 0.613

0.215 2.591

0.022 0.132

Table 5.6: Processing times (in seconds): element subdivisión, mesh improvement (MI), and

identification of critical elements (Hybrid). Timings obtained for the fourth cut.



Chapter 6

Stable Simulations using the Mesh

Intersection Algorithm

In this chapter the mesh intersection algorithm (MI) is presented. This approach consists of com

puting an intersection of two meshes: a volumetric tetrahedralized mesh and a surface mesh. The

volumetric mesh, which is bigger than the surface mesh (for instance a cubic mesh), has the largest

possible time step for a particular refinement because all its elements are regular. The surface

mesh is the object shape to simúlate. The intersection is obtained using the extended finite element

method (XFEM), which handles the discontinuities in a stable manner (described in Section 2.3).
The volumetric nodes outside the surface mesh are ignored in the simulation; details of how it is

performed are described in Section 6.1.

The main contributions of using the MI algorithm are:

Larger time steps: We use the time step obtained from the best quality mesh that can be easily
tetrahedralized, thereby the obtained time step can hardly be superseded.

Stable simulations: The time step is maintained by the XFEM even for topological changes.

Avoiding meshing approaches: The input mesh is a surface mesh, our intersection algorithm
handles the deformation without meshing.

6.1 Mesh Intersection algorithm

So far, we have stated that the time step is limited by the mesh; this dependence is considered our

main problem to overeóme. We need to go beyond the mesh topology structure and try to find a

larger time step. The underlying idea of this research is quite simple, but at the same time, it hides

an important contribution. The idea burned from the thought that the largest possible time step
would belong to a very simple mesh, for instance, a cubic mesh which can be optimally tetrahe

dralized by several mesh generators. In consequence, we observed that a manner to maintain this

time step stable after a mesh cutting can be by using the XFEM, which allows us to créate discon

tinuities like dissections to the mesh without harming the stability. Even though other approaches
have been working in the context of topological changes simulation using the XFEM, we are not
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Figure 6.1: The elements are classified into three types: outside elements, interface elements and

outside elements. Interface elements must share a node inside and outside the object mesh. Ele

ments outside will be fixed and thus ignored in the simulation.

directly focus on this. Instead, the XFEM is used to perform the mesh intersection, between the

volumetric and triangular meshes, by handling the boundary dissections as discontinuities. We

actually do not simúlate how the mesh is been cut; rather we are concerned on maintaining the

time step of the optimal mesh, in this case the cubic mesh. ín order to explain our method, we

denote the optimal mesh or volumetric mesh as Mv, and the surface mesh (triangular mesh) that

corresponds to the shape we want to simúlate as Ms.

6.1.1 Node and element classification

Ourmesh intersection algorithm (MI) consists into three main steps: element classification, volume

computation and mesh deformation. First, tetrahedral elements are classified into three types:

internal, interface and external elements. With this aim, we need to classify the nodes first into:

outside, boundary and inside nodes, we denote the sets respectively as follows N0, Nb and N¡. A

node that its distance to the boundary is less than a specified threshold is considered boundary (see
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Figure 6.2: The boundary determines the level of refinement.

algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 ClassifyNode(n): determine if a node n e Mv is outside, boundary or inside the

object mesh Ms. Function hashMap(node) returns a set of fac'es T that lie in the same grid of the

input node.

T «— Ms.hashMap(n)

if3f¡<=T such that distance(n, f¡) < threshold then

Nbr-NbU {n}

else if isOutSide(n, Ms) then

N0r-N0\J [n\

else

N¡ «- N¡ u {«}

end if

Once the nodes have been classified we can proceed with the classification of the elements.

External elements are those that their four nodes lie outside of Ms or at the boundary but not

inside; interface or boundary elements are those that at least one of its nodes is inside and another

is outside of Ms; finally, internal elements when their nodes are whether inside or boundary (or

a combination) (see algorithm 2). The corresponding elements sets are denoted respectively into:

<S0, Sb and «S, (see Fig. 6.1).

Algorithm 2 ClassifyElementa): determine if an element e e Mv is outside, boundary or inside

the object mesh. Ne is the set of element nodes.

if Vn e Ne(n i N0) then

S¡ «- £, U [e]

else if Vn e Ne(n $ N¡) then

S0r-e0L> [e]

else

8b «- £fc U \e]

end if

The second step consists of computing the volume of all. the interface elements. Instead of

computing the volume through the intersection per each element and the surface, we decided to

perform an iterative refinement of all interface elements; thereby, we can compute the element

volume without caring about the way the element has been cut by the surface (see Fig. 6.2 and Fig.

6.3).
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Figure 6.3: Sphere refinement after 3 iterations. Only interface elements have been refined. The

volume of each interface element is obtained by summing the refined elements that lie inside the

surface mesh.

6.1.2 Object deformation using the XFEM

Finally, the third step of our method consists of creating the discontinuities by the XFEM. After

splitting and element, the XFEM introduces new control points pr degrees of freedom that maintain

the partition of unity property of shape functions (section 2.3).

This fact makes possible to simúlate discontinuities within an element without remeshing. It is

easy to handle the cut of an element like two elements composed by the combination of oíd nodes

and new control points, associating the corresponding part of volume. This elements are called

virtual elements and use a similar structure proposed in [GR1Q].

We design a XFEM-based simulation that is based on a virtual mesh (VMesh) composed by
virtual nodes(VNodes) and virtual elements (VElements). A virtual node is composed by one or

more control points(CPoints). Each VElement has a status which can be: standard, cut, virtual and

hide. These valúes will help to classify the mesh; after describing the algorithm it will be easy to

see how these status can be used. In order to show the discontinuities it is necessary to display the

desired part of volume and hide other parts, this map is performed by a surface mesh (Fig. 6.4).

Each interface element on £b must be subdivided into two virtual elements that are classified

as inside or outside represented as £í' and &0 respectively (see Fig. 6.5). The virtual elements

that lie outside the object mesh Ms are fixed, thus we only maintain the degrees of freedom that

corresponds to the nodes that lie inside ofM5.
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In order to ease the intersection of both meshes we use the optimal mesh as a unitary cube

positioned at the origin and we scale the input surface mesh Ms to lie inside the cube. Once the

intersection is performed it is necessary to resize the meshes and volume valúes to match the initial

size ofMs ■ It is important to observe that virtual elements that share a node, are using the same

control points after cutting, so the number of control points is.less than four times the number of

The simulation must ignore all those fixed nodes and only consider the real degrees of free-

dom(DOF). In order to avoid the change of index between the simulation and the virtual mesh, we

créate a data structure that maps the simulated control point id with the real node id.

Our MI Algorithm is preprocessed in off-line fashion. But,* it is performed only once to set up
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Figure 6.5: Two virtual elements are created after cutting. New degrees of freedom are created to

handle the discontinuities. A surface mesh presents only the part of the volume that corresponds
to each virtual element.

Algorithm 3 MeshlntersectioníAfv-AIj): performs the intersection between the volumetric mesh

Mv and the surface mesh Ms

1 : scaleAndCenter(Ms,Mv)
2: Ms.createHash()
3: classifyNode(n\VneMv)
4: classifyElement(e\Ve e Mv)

5: computeVolumeByRefinement(e\Íe e Sb)
6: createVirtualElements(e\Se e &b)
7: createS urfaceMapping(Ms, £, U £J)

the simulation. However, it is better to use fast data structures to obtain the intersection in short

time due to the number of nodes and elements that need to be checked. Therefore, we first hash

the faces ofMs into boxes or cubes of equal size that subdivide the cubic mesh Mv. This structure

allows us to query the faces lying on the same box of a vértex point ofMv and classify the nodes

depending on their side.

In order to determine if a point lies inside or outside a complex manifold, we use the hash

structure of the surface mesh; a point first is tested if belongs to the boundary, if it is not, we test if

a ray intersects with the boundary as follows: we enlist all the boxes (used for the hash structure)

that the ray crosses and obtain all those faces that belong to these boxes, then we test if the ray

intersects these faces. If the number for intersection is even, then we determine that the point is

outside, otherwise the point is inside. We perform this test using an even number of rays. The

rays are created randomly, because this kind of methods are prune to fail if the ray is aligned to the
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Figure 6.6: Interface elements are divided into two new virtual elements. The simulation only take

into account the internal elements and the corresponding virtual elements that belong the the object

shape. Other parts are fixed and ignored for the simulation. Finally, the object is simulated using
an embedded mapping of the surface mesh and the volumetric mesh.

boundary. No intersections means that the point is outside. We show this process for a single ray

in the algorithm 4.

So far, we know how to compute the mesh intersection, but it is missing the visualization of the

surface meshMs. Henee, it is necessary to créate an embedded mapping between the Ms and Mv,

where each surface node is associated to the closest tetrahedra. However, this is not direct since

fixed elements and virtual elements may be overlapping. The mapping must consider only the
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Algorithm 4 isPointInside(p, Ms), where p is the point to test and n¡„, is the number of intersec

tions of a ray and the boundary surface.
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Ms.createHash()
if isBoundary(p) then

return False

else

nin, <- 0

r <— createRandomRay(p)
S «— Ms.getCrossedBoxes(r)
T «- Ats.>j(?íF-3c-»íOna9oA:«?í(S)
for all / e :F do

if intersectRayFace(r, f) then

«»./ «- "mí + 1

end if

end for

if nin,mod(2) = 0 then

return Fa/se

else

return Tn/i?

end if

end if

internal elements £, plus internal virtual elements G¡, which is represented in line 7 of algorithm
3. We could also perform the MI algorithm using a coarse surface mesh and for the visualization

it can be changed to a detailed surface mesh; this would reduce the processing time for computing
the volume of interface elements (see Fig. 6.6).

The simulation code for a virtual element is slightly different than a standard element. The

corotated formulation for a virtual element is based on the information of the original mesh ele

ment. This information such as the stiffness matrix, was precomputed for all initial mesh and thus

it is not required to be recomputed for the XFEM simulation. In the algorithm 5, the mapping
between a virtual node (vElement) and the real node is performed by the structure mapVtoREle-

ment[id]. The array eElasticForce store the forces of an element (vElement), this array has a size

of 3 x ElementNodes = 12. The algorithm 5 is called by the explicit solver described in algorithm
6.

6.2 Testing the MI method

For the testing, we analyze the exact limit time step of our mesh cube and this valué will be used

to compare the contribution of our approach regarding the time step after cutting the mesh with a

plañe. Since we care about the performance we need to measure the nodes and elements used for

the simulation. In addition, we would like to compare how our approach can even be better than

other mesh improvement methods.
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Remesh Subdivisión MI

nodes / elements A/c (ms) nodes / elements Atc (ms) Nodes / Elements Atc (ms)

100% 90/210 0.638 90/210 0.638 90/210 0.638

75% 72/158 0.387 302/904 0.172 87/210 0.683

50% 88 / 238 0.375 96/176 0.378 80/146 0.715

25% 119/400 0.094 268/786 0.160 80/46 0.843

Table 6. 1 : Comparing the stability of ourmethod (MI) against the standard meshing or subdivisión

strategies. A bar mesh has been employed for the test. The first column indicates the portion of

mesh considered in the simulation, 100% means the original mesh without cuts.

""PlIHufli^tá

Figure 6.7: The bar used for comparing the MI algorithm against meshing and mesh subdivisión

strategies. The bar is cut by a plañe, and we only consider the above part for the simulation. Three

types of cut, removing 25%, 50% and 75% of the mesh.

The time step is dependent on the mesh topology and the material parameters, therefore we

set the Young's modulus to 30 kPa, the density to lOOO&g/m3, and the Poisson ratio to 0.3. For

computing the volume of the interface elements £>b, we refine the elements setting the number of

iterations to 5.

We employ a simple bar mesh that can be easily tetrahedralized; it is used to compare the time

step of a portion after cutting using a cutting plañe (see Fig. 6.7 and 6.8). the bounding box of

this bar is min - (0, 0, 0) and max = ( 1
,

1
, 10) We measure the time step in different displacements

of the plañe, considering three approaches: remeshing, subdivisión and the MI method (using the

XFEM). Remeshing means to créate the mesh from scratch, subdivisión only splits the edges of

the original mesh in this case we use snapping with 0.1 as threshold distance, and the MI method

that creates the discontinuities by introducing control points. These results are presented in table

6.1. Note that for testing the MI algorithm we are ignoring the part below and ignored in the

simulation, so the above part can overlap the mesh without problems. The number of elements for

the MI method is computed by summing the internal elements and the virtual elements that belong
to the surface.
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Figure 6.8: The bar is cut and the 75% of the bar (below) is fixed, the other 25% (above) is

deformed using the XFEM. The initial time step can be used without stability issues.

6.3 Insight the MI algorithm

Our approach beats meshing and subdivisión approaches, particularly when the simulation model

become thinner. Subdivisión methods, have the disadvantage that it is based on the configuration
of the original mesh, a topological change could produce badly-shaped elements at the boundary.

Meshing approaches could result in a better shape while the number of elements and nodes may

be smaller that subdivisión methods since it considered the whole space; besides the average size

of the elements is smaller, which harms the time step. The MI algorithm is superior all other

methods for thin models because the number of nodes and elements is smaller, and the time step is

even larger than the initial. Meshing approaches cannot ensure that the stability will be maintained

(described in Chapter 5).

We decided to use a bar mesh for the simulations because it is very easy to be tetrahedralized.

A complex mesh, would be easily defeated by coarser meshes; here we are comparing against a

mesh that is used in standard benchmarks.

The time step of our MI method is larger that the initial mesh, this is because we are fixing
the nodes that outside the surface mesh, i.e., we are considering a different volumetric mesh and

not the whole bar. Even though the stable limit time step of our reference meshes (bar and cube)

is slightly better, the magnitude order remains. Thus the simulation remains stable even after

changing the topology. Observe that the number of simulated nodes and elements does not impact
in the simulation performance.

We should probably prove that the critical time step will not deteriórate for all the possible
intersections applied to the cube, however, our idea stems from the fact that elements in the vol

umetric mesh are well shaped and all the meshes have a similar quality, therefore we expect that

every intersection will produce a new mesh with a similar stability that the initial mesh.

In this research we have used tetrahedral meshes, however, the proposed approach can be

directly switched to other element types. We can state the same for implicit solvers, even though we

are concerned on improving the performance of explicit approaches, ourMI algorithm can be used

with implicit solvers without problems, since the method is solver-independent. The MI algorithm
can help avoiding the mesh generation and bad conditioning caused by topological changes.

However, our MI algorithm comes with some limitations. The volume of a virtual element,

computed through the mesh refinement, is given to the element without extra information about
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Figure 6.9: Modeling a liver using the MI algorithm. Our approach can be used for surgery simula

tion. The interface elements of the liver are presented, the black nodes are fixed in the simulation.

The surface mesh at the right is used for the visualization. The time steps are higher, thus making

possible to update accurately the forces for haptic rendering.

the shape, thus the virtual element is treating the corresponding volume as a linear cut. Moreover,

we are considering that an interface element is forced to have a;node outside and inside the surface

mesh, if the mesh contains very thin portions that crosses an element without touching the nodes,
these elements are classified as outside elements and the thin portions are disregarded. These

problems are handled through mesh refinement with a cost of smaller time steps. Nevertheless,

these limitations may be solved by introducing harmonic basis like in [KMB+09] or by treating
these very thin models as múltiple dissections within a single element. All these changes are

considered for further research.

Another interesting research direction to follow is looking how to increase even more the ex

plicit time step by exploiting the stability of implicit methods, trying to reach the desired equilib
rium of performance and stability.

Our MI algorithm could be important for different applications, for instance a virtual surgery
simulation (see Fig. 6.9).
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Algorithm 5 ComputeElasticForce. This method is computed for standard and virtual elements.

The side returns a 1 if the node is inside the mesh and -1 if the node is outside the mesh.

float vol_total = vElement. volume;

float vol_part = vol_total;

ElementMatrix& Ke = *elementMatrices[vMesh->mapVtoRElement[eleId] ] ;

ElementMatrix Re = findRotation(curPos, initPos) ;

ElementMatrix inv_Re = Re. transposeQ ;

if(vElement. status = VirtualMesh: ¡VIRTUAL)

vol_part = vMesh->vManifolds [vElement.manifoldld] .volume;

eElasticForce = (vol_part/ vol_total)* Re*Ke*(inv_Re*curPos initPos) ;

for (int i=0; i<4; i++)

{

Id pointld = vMesh->vNodes[vNids[i]] .ctrlPointsId[0] ;

if ( ! vMesh->fixedPoints [pointld] )

{

elasticForce[3*mapDofId[pointId]+®] += eElasticForce [3*i+ ®] ;

elasticForce[3*mapDofId[pointId]+l] += eElasticForce [3*i+ 1] ;

elasticForce[3*mapDofId[pointId]+2] +- eElasticForce [3*i+ 2];

}

if( vElement . status == VirtualMesh: ¡STANDARD

| | vMesh->vNodes[vNids[i]] .ctrlPointsId.size()<=l

| | vMesh->fixedNodes[vNids[i]] )

continué ;

//ONLY VIRTUAL ELEMENTS with control points

const VNode &vN= vMesh->vNodes[vNids[i] ] ;

const Vecld &cPs= vN.ctrlPointsId; //control points ids

int 1 =cPs.size()-l; //Last control point id

elasticForce[3*mapDofId[cPs[l]]+Q] += vN.side[l]*eElasticForce[3*i+ 8];

elasticForce[3*mapDofId[cPs[l]]+l] += vN.side[l]*eElasticForce[3*i+ 1] ;

elasticForce[3*mapDofId[cPs[l]]+2] += vN.side[l]*eElasticForce[3*i+ 2];
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Algorithm 6 ComputeExplicitTimeStepO
Vector elasticForce = Vector: :Zero(3*nodeCount) ;

Vector dampingForce = Vector: : Zero (3*nodeCount) ',_

for(size_t i=0; i<vMesh->getNumElements() ; ++i)

{

if( (vMesh->vElements [i]. status = VirtualMesh: ¡STANDARD) ||

(vMesh->vElements [i] .status = VirtualMesh: ¡VIRTUAL))

computeElasticForce(vMesh->vElements [i] , elasticForce , dampingForce) ;

}

Vector forcé - inv_MX*(f+elasticForce) ; //external and elastic forces

vt+= h* forcé; //velocities

x+= h*vt; //displacements

vMesh->updateAHNodePositions(x) ;
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Chapter 7

Discussion & Future Work

7.1 Measuring the time step

We have presented a wide analysis of element quality measures based on measuring the time step
for a finite element simulation of deformable objects through explicit integration. We have based

our analysis on tetrahedral meshes. Standard quality measures,are important to measure the shape
of the element, but these measures require to be combined with a size or volume parameter to

provide information about how the element is harming the stability of the simulation. Further,

we proposed two new heuristics that approximate the time step without requiring to compute the

eigenvalues of any matrix by considering the diagonal valúes from the element stiffness matrix and

the contribution of the immediate neighbors. We have explained how to avoid the computation of

the full element stiffness matrix by providing a direct formulation to determine the diagonal valúes.

The correlation and estimation of our new heuristics were very cióse to our reference metric (Rl R).

Spire elements do not harm the stability as it was thought. In addition, we have presented

many other factors that are involved with the time step. However, we would like to improve our

heuristics indicating a small range of error and ensuring an estimation to the limit time step below

the exact; we consider this as further research to go through.

The presented analysis and new estimators can be useful to identify critical elements and there

fore, valuable for mesh generation and mesh optimization algorithms allowing to increase the time

step and thereby speed up the simulation.

7.2 Mesh Improvement

Further, we have proposed a new framework for improving the time step of tetrahedral meshes in

the context of interactive simulation using explicit integration and the Finite Element Method. We

have proposed a novel smoothing algorithm based on springs of maximal points, which locally
improves the position of the reference node by increasing the volume of an element with regard to
the direction of the normal to the opposite face. This smoothing algorithm is highly parallelizable

91
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and straightforward to implement. We observed a strong optimization obtained by mixing smooth

ing and topology transformations. The simulation time step is improved and at the same time

the number of elements is maintained or reduced. Therefore, this approach would be useful for

speeding up interactive simulations such as surgery simulations. As future work we will optimize
our approach and quality measures so that they can be used in real-time applications for cutting
deformable objects.

In addition, we analyze the performance analysis of a new hybrid approach in the context

of mesh improvement techniques. Our results indicate that the hybrid approach might be better

suited for real-time simulations than mesh improvements; especially, since the latter require larger

processing times and often fail to improve the most critical elements significantly. As future work,
we will examine testing the hybrid approach together with other techniques, for instance adaptive

strategies.

On the other hand, for topological changes treated with the standard meshing techniques, the

time step of the last subdivided mesh can be improved, but compared with the initial time step

it remains too small, thus meaning that the simulation stability cannot be guaranteed using only
mesh improvement.

7.3 Mesh intersection algorithm

Finally, we proposed the mesh intersection algorithm, which consists of extracting the object sur-

face mesh from a volumetric mesh using the XFEM. The XFEM make possible to extract the mesh

similar than performing a dissection of meshes. The original mesh remains intact and the magni
tude order ofthe initial time step is maintained (some times improved). The nodes lying outside the

surface mesh are fixed and ignored in the simulation, thus the performance is not deteriorated. The

results indicate that our approach is a better altemative than meshing approaches. In addition, the

proposed method can be easily adapted to work with implicit solvers, other types of elements (not

only tetrahedras) and topological changes such as cutting. Important limitations must be overeóme

as future work, such as considering the very thin parts of a complex shape lying in an element

without touching an internal element, know these parts are ignored.

We think that improving the stability of explicit integration is an important research field in the

context of deformable models. GPU computing and the combination with implicit methods must

be considered to reach real-time simulations using explicit integration.

The presented mesh intersection algorithm can be used to simúlate meshes using explicit inte

gration with larger time steps avoiding the expensive meshing methods. The MI algorithm seems

to be particularly important for simulations that include haptic devices such as a surgery training
simulation. However, if the presented limitations are solved, this approach could be employed for

complex meshes for any type of scenarios.
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7.4 Towards stable and real-time simulations

The stability of explicit integrations could be a problem that may take a long time to overeóme

completely. In this dissertation we present new opportunities and remarks that may help in this

direction. However, while the time step remains limited to a upper bound, we need to use new

methods that provide extra information required to increase the time step. We would like to outline

the new ideas that carne out during the preparation of this document.

The extra information can be obtained from implicit integration methods. Since implicit meth

ods are unconditionally stable, it could be interesting to find a manner to compare ,during the

simulation, the explicit and implicit methods only a few times that allows explicit methods to cor

rect the error. This could be even faster if we only track the known critical elements, which are

prune to fail. Another similar strategy could be identifying the deformations that cause the unstable

reactions and in that particular elements we introduce the implicit damping. This latter idea can

be implemented by using an implicit back-bone of elements (implicitly integrated) and all other

elements are explicitly integrated. The back-bone will propágate the damping to adjacent elements

in order to ensure a stable behavior.

Another idea, is to attempt to compute a larger time step using implicit integration with some

fast approximations of matrix inversions, then this approximations can be used on explicitmethods

to enlarge the time step.

In any case, it would be important to think in parallel algorithms in order to explode the new

GPU architectures, which are important tools in science that must not be ignored.

In summary, explicit methods are an important research direction to find the tradeoff between

the accuracy and performance of interactive simulations of deformable objects. In this thesis report
we presented different strategies to measure the time step which can be important in a context of

mesh improvement. A sample of this is the MP Algorithm that increases the time step ofthe initial

mesh. For real-time simulations we observed mesh optimization is not the best choice unless the

stability is ensured after a topological change. The mesh intersection algorithm avoids the meshing
tasks and is capable to maintain the stability, even for topological changes. All these methods, with

its own limitations, have been based on increasing the times $teps for purely explicit integration
solvers. The presented contributions are tools for future researchers in this context, and it is not an

exaggeration to think that in cióse future, real-time simulations will be based mainly on explicit

integration methods with a controlled stability.
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